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1. THE CHILD VARIANCE STUDIES

The present olume represents the fruits of the fourth
stage of the Co eptual Project's research. In its first
three stages, the Project has investigated various Aimensions
of the predicament of the variant child. Attention has been
focused on attempts; to describe and explain child variance

..

(Volume I: Conceptual Models), on strategies of intervention
into the problems of child variance (Volume II: Interven-1
tions), and on the actual social systems which deliver ser-
vice (in the form of interventions) in the area of child
variance (Volume III: Service Delivery Systems). In the
present volume, the materials presented in earlier volumes

7 will be put lo use in the service of a different task. At-
tention will be directed toward the future of child care:
the attempt is made to predict and to speculate about the
way our society will perceive and respond to child variance
in the years to come. To facilitate this effort, materials
developed at earlier stages in this volume are reorganized
and juxtaRpsed to highlight the critical issues and choices
that lie before us. Wore describing the content of this
volume, it will be helpful to summarize briefly the earlier
work Of the Project; for it is out of this earlier work that
the idea for this volume emerged.

Stage I: Volume I: Conceptual Models
The phenomenon of human variance has stimulated many

attempts to.describe and explain ii'4Residues of these at-
tempts include a number of theories and theory frag'uents.
The Project began with the premise that the many extant the-
ories-and theory fragments "can be grouped into explanatory
systems which are logically related ideas and observations
about disturbance [Volume I, p.15]." In its first phase,
the Project sought to describe these theoretical frameworks
and to consider their interpretations of child variance:

A set of criteria was formulated for defining the dif-
ferences between theoretical ffameworks and for determining
-which theories and theory fragments fall together within the
same theoretical framework.

1
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1. Related theor s should employ the same basic meth-
odology #or any e rations and constructions.

2. Related theories shoul share a common orientation
outlook in examining aid explairiing "(Lumen behavior.

3. Related theories should acknowledge a controlling
preemptOry principle of behavioral genesis.

)

4. R lated theories should agree regarding basic ame-
1 orating approaches.

5. Each should have a common ambiance within its clus-
ter group.

With the help of these criteria, five theoretical models
were distinguished: behavioral theory; psychodynamic theory;
biophysical theory; sociological theory; and ecological the-
ory. Each of these models "purports to be a representation
of the causes, dimensions, and explanations of all human be- ,

havior [Volume I, p.23]." Each presents an image of man, an
image that includes mark -in- distress. "There is not aosingle
model which has not included disturbance explicitly psAone
of the states of human eilitence which it must explain
fi/blume I, p.24]." "In etch case, the theories attempt to
encompass the fac$ of painful disjunction in a behavior-en-
vironment exchange pattern [Volume I, p.22]."

ReportvinIfolume I present, for each theoretical frame-
work, an interpretations of the "behavior-environment exchange
pattern" and of disruptions in this pattern. As the intro-
duction to Zume I suggests:-

The basic patterning nature of human-
environment exchanges andthe taraxis or
pain which reverberates thrbughout the
pattern when exchanges are aborted or
disrupted will be the central theme of.
this report [p.23].

Although such disruptions are acknowledged and interpreted
by all of the theoretical models considered in. Volume I,

I °
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they are conceptualized in very different mays within differ
ent theoretical frameworks:

the disability definition of emotional
disturbance is suggested in many of the
psychodynamic and biogenic theories.
The deviation' definition is, explored in
many of the .sociological and anthiopo-
logical,explanatory systems. The alien-
ation definition is developed by many
of the ecologists and. countertheorists
Each speaks of a human system in dis-
tress. Each speaks of a negative state
and negative consequence to the system,
and each suggests a method of re(lief
within the system [p.22].

The reports included in Volume I are profitably read as a
concretization of the remarks included in this quotation.

Stage 2: Volume II: Interventions
Whereas the theory volume examintd theoretical models

which permit alternative conceptualizaItons and interpreta-
tions of "a variant reciprocity between the child and his
world [Volume II, p.27]," the second volume produced by'the

Conceptual Project dealt with intervention, that is, with
techniques used to undo this variant reciprocity., inter-

vention is defined as action taken to alter the child's

variant experience of the world. As the introduction to

Volume II puts it:

...any directed action upon the deviance

NN predicament between the child and commu-
nity is an intervention. Events, per-

sons, sce and time are all bound to-
gether in, the deviance predicament; and
any extraneous action entering between
these components to change the predica-
ment is an intervention [p.28].

Intervention is regarded as an energy input that upsets the
atypical and problematic pattern of energy, exchange between

the variant individual and his environment. t is

3
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...an input that 4 added to an ongoing
energy field as an increment vhich-makes ,

a difference in the stabilized energy
exchange between individual and envi-
ronment. As an extraneous energy source
it comes from the outside to enter be-,
tween events and occurrences to affect,' -
modify, or prevent the current' deviance
action pattern. It is something dif-
ferent which 'Interrupts fixed energy
patternings between individuals and
community, and allOws for regrouping
and repatterning of such an energy com-
plex. As related to continuity, it is
an' interruption.. As related to envi-
ronment,-it is interposition. As re-
lated to instrumentality, it is medi-
ation [pp.28-29].

The relationships between the theories of variance de-
scribed in volume I and intervention Strategies are complex.
Intervention strategies associated with a particular theoret-
icat4model are not strictly deducible from the model, and
adherents to different models may lay claim to intervention
methods which on the surface appear the same. On the other
hand, the -goals of intervention strategies are only undert
standable in the light of an operative conceptual framework.
For this reason, it is suggested in Volume II:

It is not enough to present 'a simple com-
pendium or catalogue bf major imterven-
tion methods, practices, and techniques
..In an intervention, ideas, actions,

and oftcomes are all tied together and
greatly affect each other...In an inter-
vention, the conceptual framework directs
and channels the action, by-providing an
analysis of,the nature of the problem
Oich dictates intervention, and by sug-
gesting the outcome toward which the
intervention is directed [p.23].

Partly for the sake of unity, investigation of interven-
tion strategies proceeded within the same categories utilized

4
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in Volume I. Clusters of intervention' techniques were
grouped under the following headings: biophysical, behavior-
al, psychodynamic, sociological, and ecological,. Because

both sociological and ecological approaches to intervention
rely heavily on environmental interventions, in Volwne.II
they were handled within a single report.

Volume II provides descriptions of the intervention
methods associated with each category. Guiding assumptions

are elucidated, variance predicaments are interpreted, and

responses to these predicaments are described and, to some
extent, appraised.

Stage 3: Volume III: Service Delivery Systems
In Volume III, the Conceptual Project attempted to an-

swer the questionl: What resources does our society expend

on variant children? What is the social organization of car-

ing? A number of decisions were made to simplify this com-

plex task. We first distinguished between different care
'giving systems, and conducted independent research relating
to each of the systems. The systems distinguished were: a)

the education system; b) the social welfare.system; c) the

mental health system; d) the legal-correctional system; and
e) the religious, or sectarian, system.

The second decision was to specify the kinds of infor-
mation that would adequately describe the internal organiza-
tion of the system and its relationship to persons, groups,
and external organizations. Categories of investigation in-
cluded authority structures, power and influence s,pructures,
ideology,.legitimation of the interveners designated by the

syitem, client flow and information flow within the system,
and interaction with other systems. Investigation of the

various systems proceeded within these categories; the re-
sults of this investigation are included in the,"structure
papers" of Volume III.

A third decision led to the inclusion of an additional
set of papers in Volume ///,to consider the contemporary

- organization of the natiohal caring effort against the back-

ground of its historical development. It was hoped that a
study of the social circumstances attending the development

I 5
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and'elaboration of each system would add to our understand-
ing of contempdrary arrangements and might suggest cycles

-and long-range trey ds in the development of\Vhese systems
and, more generally* in the culture's attitude toward vari-
ant children. Discoveries of this kind would be partidular-
ly helpful in rildking predictions. about the future and,.in at
tempting to regtirect the energies of the systems described.
As a result* Volume III also includes reports on the hiitory
of each system. The hopes'and expectations which led to them

were toKa great extent realized in these papers.

Systems grow up in response to experienced communal
needs, which are expressed through agencies. In order to
get a clearer picture of the way in which agencies are ta-
bedded in communallmeeds, it was necessary for the Project
to take an additional step. A representative city was cho-
sen4as a 'specimen community,' illustrating, in concrete form,
the interlock of agencies, and operational patternd employed,
by all, commuOtres respond ,to their deviance predicament:
The agencies comprisTng the educational, social services,
juvenile- correctional and mentalhea1111 systems of that spec-
imen community were studied. In VOlume III, there Ps ades-
cription' of each agency-, as well as a chart illustrating the
service delivery pathway for each system.

Thus, in Volume III, systems delivering care to children
are located in the contemporary social, political, moral, and
intellectual spaces as well as in time, that is, in relation
to their forerunners.

The relations between the systems delivering service to
childreeand the theories and intervention methods discussed
in MioaumaYTand IT are complex, and are to some extent dealt
with in Volume III. Although these systems bear the marks
of'particular theoretical outlooks and intervention methods,
they are the evolutionary product of many other influences
as welly Systems did not grow up merely to render theories
and intervention strategies incarnate, but in response to
experienced communal needs. Children viewed 'as variant are
regarded as a threat to'themse-lves or to others; they must
be cared for. In order for organizations to develop around
such purpose, the collective sentiment of, the community

12
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must be aroused and mobilized. it is only in these circum-
stances that thought is given to competing theoretical models 44

and igtervention strategies. Moreover, the selection of
inter4enten methods is'to a great extent determined by such
factors a,the'resources of the community, its existing
brick-and-mortar structures, and its own concerns. Theories

and intervention strategies that the community adopts may
eventuate in specialized social-forms and physicat'plants
which will survive thecommunity's interest in this form of
intervention and in this particular target population:- Later,

they will be incorporated into efforts to meet new concerns.
That is, theories and intervention methods leave their mark
on a system long after they have ceased to be operative in

the community; and the representatives of new treatment tra-
ditions must contend and make do with legacies left by those
whom they replace.

The Gathering Forces of Antithesis
The theories, intervention strategies and service deliv-

ery systems considered above are aspects of mainstream Amer-

ican thought and kactice concerning human variance. From

the very beginning of the Project, we were aware of ail emer-

gent force challenging this-mainstreamthoughtcand practice.

In the theory'phase of the Project, we were confronted with
an interesting group of books and articles by authors who

were attackin9 theory in ditferent'ways; but together, they
represented a counterforce both to the specific prevailing

theories from which they had evolved and to theories in gen-

eral. They turned theory away from the target individuals
-toward. which it had been aimed and used it to expose the so-
ciety that created it, as Franz Fanon (1968) did, in his a-
nalys;s of white colonialism. Sometimes they rejected theory,
as did szasz (1970), who saw the model of 'psychopathology as

a misrepresentation of human problems in living. Sometimes

they carried the theoretical model to its lo9ical conclusion
and startled us with the new implications, at did Marcuse
(1955), in his rereading of Freud.

These voices raised questions about the political uses
of theory by the dominant culture, where, as theyfsaw it,
theory was used tp victimize and control individuals' who be-
longed to subordinate minorities, or who rebelled against



the common convention. This was true of social deviance
theorists such as Becker (1963) and Scheff (1966). Other
voices analyzed the psychological uses* theory by the so-
ciety, where unacceptable impulses'OMimputed to target
individuals who were used as vessels into which the socially
unacceptable impulses of all members of the society were
emptied in thb age-Old process pf scepegoating. Kvaraceus
(1959) did this in relation to delinquency., Mennin9er (1968)
did this in relation to criminality, and Foucault (1973) did,
this in -relation to madness. Finally,;almost all of these
voices raised serious questions about the nature of reality
assumed by theoKies of deviance, disturbance or disability.
PropoMents of theories assumed 4 unidimensional reality--
one existent, objective, outside world, apart from indivi-
duals and their perceptual and con4ptual creation of the

a world. They could not accept the possibility that the world
they agreed4upon was a social construction, a way of perceiv-
ing, organizing and projecting events and objects which, they
were collectively taught to see and, believe; they assumed a
single, factual, t.bjective, unassailable reality. Even though
theicsubjective experiences of themselves and their world
may have frequently contradicted the social construction of
reality, they denied their experiences and bought the social
construction.

Underlying all critiques of existing theories,'was the
implication that theories and theoretical models were being
presented as though they w9l'e sophisticated end product of
reality: In our first volume of f1 Study-of Child Vari nce
we called these antitheti ices "countertheory. '

In the work of the Peojett, particularly jn e first
stag , in which we were trying, to take bits d p'eces of

, theo and organize them in some logical fas , we recog-
nized these two sets of voices as being in contention with
each other. We saw that the years of accumulated theoreti-
cal literature in the child pathology field represented one
fairly unified camp or version, and that the newer voices of
discontent with that unified version represented some type
of radical break with that convention. So we lumped these
confronting voices into "theory" and "countertheory.q,

7
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On the theory side were the conventional models used to

deal with child pathology: psychodynamic theory, behavioral

theory, ecological theRry, sociological theory, and biophysi-

cal theory. On the countertheory side were voices such-as
Szasz (1970),Iaing (1964), Fanon (19613), Illich (1971), Holt

(1964), Kozol (1967), Keen (1970), Marin (1972), Brown (1973),
Marcuse (1955), etc. KS

Whe we moved into the next stage of the Project, in

which oked at interventions, Or treatments and reeduca:
tio ds.which followed from theoretical models, we car-

on.t e same division: a theory group and a counter-

theoky group.

But, by this time in our studies' of child variance, we
began to be aware that a new .force was asserting itself in
the various services concerned with human caretaking. Until

this phase in the Project, we were convinced that humah care-
giving was constantly developing in Sequential fashion. We

saw the competing theories and research as continually pro-

gressing and evolving. While it was true that the prolifer-
ation of different theories was confusing, we could view this
as a phase in the growth of human sciences. We compared the
human sciences 'to a much earlier period in the development
of some of the natural sciences, such as the biological sci-

ences. These, too, went through a period of wild prolifer-

ation of theories. Finally, these theories began to move be-

ydnd the period of expansion%-and confusion into a period of,

Consolidation and unification. And so, we conceived the
progress of child theory and child treatment to be moving,

along'similar tracks.

However, the area that we had called "countertheory"
began to assume a greater importance. It began to look like.

more than just a emporary aberration of multiple provocative

digressions from t main track'of cumulative development of
child care knowledge and technique. A new counterforce
seemed to have come into existence in the area of human be-
havior and child care; it as part ofa larger social and
psychological force in the world, calling into question the
single, objective reality epresented in the existing theo-

ries and practices.
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In our, second volume, on child interventions, we still
heated the countertheory area.as a minor chord. There w e
six sections in our volume, aid only one section was give
over to countertheory as applied to. intervention with chf1 -.
dren. Nevertheless, in thig stage of'the Project, the dis-
tinction between the thesis and antithesis perspectives on
hulian care was striking, and the antithesis strain began to
play an increasingly significant part in the froject.

During the preparation of the third volume, dealing
with the servide*livery systems of education, mental health,
corrections, etc., the public and professional dialogue had
grown,so,loud thatit had to be accorded a more serious
hearing.

, .
,,,, .

.

Our more or less integrated view of human care and care-
giving was beginningito crumble around the edges. Out of this
loosening mass, dynamic and divergent energies were gener-
ated and were spilling out all over the human landscape, to
make caring p-eentral issue in the recently altered views of
society.

These new views and new ener y sources-pre not yet a
clearly articulated alternative t i dominant concepts of so-
ciety's manner of viewing and pra ticing human care: How-
ever, there .does seem to be somefoomon agreement on the, way
in which they take exception to prevailing toncepts and prac-
tices of soeial care. They.seem to move in common directions
or take common sightings as they go into unexplored terrains
of human and societal capacities for caring.

Such new concepts and ideas come at a moment in history
in which society seems to be a seething cauldron of forces
and counterforces. In the area of public care giving, vio-
lent convulsions in schools, correctional facilities, mental
hospitalg, ett.? are ,like the tremors of an active volcano
which is about to erupt. Representive of such activities
are news accounts of take-over and tyranny being exercised
by girls in an adolescent mental health treatment center in
the New York inner city. There are also repeated reports of
confrontations and revolts in correctional facilities across
the country. We hear that pupils in many inner city high

10
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schools in Detroit, Chicagb, and New York are waging street
gang battles in school tuildings. We learn about burning of
school buses by anti-busing groups in Michigan and the ban-
ning of modern texts dealing with currentsocial and sexual
issues in Charleston; West Virginia.

1'

Both the activist eruptions and the ideological polari-
ties revolving around the public enterprise of care giving
seem to be only a minor part of a larger phenomenon taking
place in the current era. Breathtaking new views of society
and human community are beginning to emerge out of the shaken
unity of dominant beliefs about our relationship to the world.
A nevi human antithesis seems to be arising out of the fire
and smoldering ruins of the thesis beliefs which came under
attack in the 1960's.

The ideological issues addressed in this volume, al-
though focused upon the problemlof public caretaking, are
arising from,a much larger arena of concern. The question
of the place of caring in the human enterprise has taken on
new urgency. Caring for oneself and others 1% becoming a
key theme in the new dialogue. The dialectic associated
with' this theme will p obably increase in intensity in the
Qfuture.

Therefore, it seems important that the issuesbe spelled
out more clearly so that we can have a better understanding
of the field of forces on which We are operating. That, and
the matterof,trying to predict k..pture of care giving,
are the major purposes of this volume.

c'
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II. THE NEW MULTIREALIST

Divergent Views of Reality.
A man undergoes a thirteen year long period of strange

experiences in which he moves in and out of the dominant
reality which he has been taught. During this period he ex-
periences people who are not there, people who turn into coy-
otes or moths, who are in two placearat one time. At one
point he finds himself turning into a bird and flying over
the desert. Strange pomp are used against 'him. He dis-
covers that he too has powers that can be used to counteract
evil forces brought against him to destroy him.

This man develops an elaborate ideational system within
which he casts these extrasensory and paranormal experiences.
Although he has frequent periods in which he doubts the real-
ity of his own strange expergnces, he tries to apply this
ideational system as a form of truth which he expects others
to accept.

Finally, at the endof fourteen years of such circum-
stances, he acknowledges this weird double life that he has
lived as real and comes to terms with the paranormal reality
as a permanent part of himself. Ike becomes a sorcerer.

What do mental health theo es have to say about such a
man and his experiences? What d s education have to say
about this fourteen year process, hich he calls an appren-
ticeship ?. What might a psychiatrist or psychologist, acting
as an agent of society, recommend for such a man?

The answers would have seemed very clear-cut just a few
years ago. There might,have been private doubts in the minds
of a few human scientists or human professionals, but, in
general, there would have been general consensual validation,
or observer agreement, on the broad outlines of the palpable
reality violated by this man. He was either unbalanced, or
engaged in a great hoax.

But somehow, in the sixties and seventies that unified
certainty was shaken. The man who went through and reported

12
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on those strange ideational, sensory, and perceptual experi-
ences was awarded a doctoral degree from the University of
California at Los Angeles, for his fieldwork as a sorcerer's
apprentice. His books on these experiences' have been best
sellers.

The controversy raised by the work of Carlos Castenada
is part pf a larger controversy. Cravens, in Harper'e Maga-
zine, September, 1974, notes that Robert Ornstein, who is con -

ducting studies on the conscious fun9tions of the brain, dish
cusses the Castenada.phenomenon in the following way;

In many related areas of thought, such
\ as philos phy, psychology, physics, and
\ medicine, the dominant concepts of the

past fifty ears are beginning to break
down at the edges...Castenada's extra-
ordinary contributionzis to extend this
pro ss to cross-cultural studies, and
he xcela in demonstrating the-difficul-
ti for Western Man in entering Other
o ers of reality, (p.49].

This is a departure from the consensual order of the
uniform reality which prevailed so long in our society. New
realities are now being entered more and more by educators,
social scientists; medical scientists, lawyers, etc. They
are, for instance, seriously questioning the presentation of
reality in dominant theories which guide our thought and prac-
tice in human care. Many among them are becoming suspicious
of theorizing altogether.

A new breed of realists are beginning to decry the for-
mal hardeni'ng of these attitudes into fixed sociobehavioral
theories. They believe that an overridin adra of discovered
truth goes with theories, and that their c eators and foi-

1
lowers embrace them as final solutions to he human condition
and close off within themselves and other the discovery of
wide ranges of human dimensions whi occur outside these
ideational molds. Furthermore, th se frameworks elevate rea-
son to a pinnacle position. The problem is not too much, but
too little tificatidn with the full self and its ongoing
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flow of passions. We qpnstantly stand aloof from Ourselves
and,do violence to our lull being in the world.. We are al-

ways oriented to the future, and each time it arrives, we re-

jectahe momentcend reach for a new future.

Practical,, deliberative rationality, as an ethic, thus

transforms life into an/ongoing journey of becoming which

never allows being: By.teaching children to see themselVes

as a moving train, always going someplacei, but never arriv-

ing, we-alienate them from themselves and rob them of the

moment to moment experience of their immediate world.,, From
the perspective of the growing group of antithesists to'this

position, Apse who might be called the New Realists, this is

a denial of the world as it is.

Why,'''says this emergent new breed of multirealists,

should we identify Being with Reason? The idea that man's

real, true, or higher self is the rational erilement within

him involves a radical devaluation of other dimensions of

being human; it encourages us to teach children self-denial

as the price of a narrow and often empty 541f-affirmation.

In addition; antithesists regard as presumptuous and
unwarranted the implied assumption in this and other thesist

attitudes that conceptual or theoretical approaches to ex-
perience are the only path to 'knowledge.' Antithesists re-

fuse the identification of knowledge with rational knowledge,

urging that there are other, more important modes of appre-

hending the world. They believe that we must go back into

the child's world to try to recapture some of these extin-

guished modes of apprehending. Our ntral problem, anti-

thesists urge, is the need to rec er the unity of the per-

son, to restore the wholeness of experience. Contemporary'

theories, on the other hand, serve tokvalidate fragmented

experience as a condition of achieving whatever unification

they propose. In psychology, such distincti9ns among super-

ego, ego and id; among mind, body, and emotions; between be-

havior and drives, serve to shatter the human being into

many discrete parts, and encourage hip to look upon himself

as a jigsaw puzzle rather than a whole. being.

20.
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The reality of a child--variant or otherwise--is not re-
ducible to the various categories that apply to him; thus,
to call a child psychotic, brain-damaged, autistic, or re-;
tarded is not really to know him as the subtle being that he

is. From this antithesig standpoint, knowledge that is
founded on the detached observat n of the child as 'other,'

with an eye toward locating Kim 'thin an established concep-
tual framework is, at most; a die ortion. Real understand-
ing arises in and from the unmedi ted relationship between
two persons, a relationghip in which the would -be knower
gives himself as a whole being rather than an observer. The

attempt at understanding is fulfilled in a precrou$
of the reality that the other presents. There is a worl
difference between allowing the child to reveal.himself to
me as my being is revealed to him, and asspming, a priori,
that his experience must fit neatly withine-conceptual
framework that I bring to bear on him.

Theory is not intepgsted in the,uniqueness of the child.
On the contrary, theory does away with the unique by subsum-
ing it, at a price, under general categories.

The new breed of multirealists hold that every cyld 4s
a unique, freely self-determlniqg other, and is not, without-
the gravest distortion, reducible to one's own categories.
To the extent that theory presupposes and encourages the
bracketing and nonapprehension of the child as the creator
of his existence, it is abandoned by antithesists.

Theory is'aOinstrument of control. It provides a basis

for naming, for categorizing. Stripped of categories, expe-
rienced in their particularity, objects and human beings pre-
sent themselves to us in their own way--unpredictably, per-
haps arbitrarily; they may call forth joy, they may call forth
terror, or they may call forth nausea. The thesis position
abhors such revelations. Experience is dangerous; control
and categorization is necessary. Our archetypes of presocial-
ized man find their expression in. such books as Lord of the
FZies (Golding, 1954): brutal savagery, a lust for evil and
destruction, raw passion and self assertion that know no
bounds and trample everything underfoot. etch a view li-
censes, indeed, makes imperative, the ethic of control; if it
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is correct, all our resources must be mobilized in thelfser-
vice of containing of warding off chaos that threaIons to
engulf apd destroy us.

(0//

David Wilkerson is a man who did not accept the Lord of.
the flies archetype. He reports, for instance, that one
night he was alone praying in his study in his parsonage in
Philipsburg, Pennsylvania. His eyes fell upon an open copy
of Li 'a magazine an4was caught by/therfaces'rn a pen draw-
_Ing of a ttial taking place in New Yofk City, 390 miles
away. He had never, been there. The story accompanying the
picture was about how members of a garib called the Dragons
had gone into Highbridge Park in New York and brutally'at-
tacked and killed a fifteen year old polio victim named
Michael Farmer. The seven boys stabbed Michael seven times
in the back, then beat him over the head with garrison belts.
They left him blpeding, and wiping b ood through their hair
they said, "We messed him up good."

Reverend Wilkerson was revolted by, he story:

That's why I was dumfounde by a thought
that sprang suddenly into my head - -foil
blown, as though it ha come into me
from.somewhere else. ro to New York City
and help those boyaN t laughed out loud.

Me? Go to New York? A country preacher
barge into'a situation he knows less than
nothing about? Go t9 New York City and
help those boys. The thought was still
there, vivid as ever, apparently/com-
pletely independent of my own feelings
nd ideas [1963, p.7].

as

1ZA

Reverend Wilkerson did go to New York City and the ac-
count of his experiencies with sdelinquaft' gangs is contro-

versial saga. In his'Ibook, he claims amazing "R o Damas-

cus" type transformations in the children to who he commits

his life. Nicky, for instance, a young Puerto Rican, was
Vice'President and Sergeant at Arms of the Mau Mau gang.
Shortly before he came under the influences of David Wilker-
.-son, his mother and father decided to get out of New York

1.6
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and go back to Puerto Rico. His brother and he went to the
airport to say goodbyeto them.. On the wayjback from the
airport Nick's brother gave him a 32 pistohlend told him he
was on his own. He was sixteen years old. From then until
he was eighteen he-lived by holding up peOple for money or
something to live on.

During the day it was all right. I was
with the gang. Whatever the President
and I told them to do they would do.
But at night when I had to go into that
room it was terrible...{-1963, p.88]..

His life continued this way until he was eighteen, in July.
1998. That month the Dragons,from a nearby housing project
killed one of his gang. Nicky and his gangWere,on their
way to kill eDragon member, because, "That's gang law: if
one Mau Mau dies, one Dragon dies."

As he and his gang were walking down the street he saw
e commotion ahead of him. The police were trying to arrest
Reverend Wilkerson for preaching on the street and creating
a disturbance. As Nicky came up to himmOle police were driv-
ing away, having agreed to allow the stPleet meeting to con-
tinue. There was an American flag flying and Reverend Wilker-
son got up on a chair and addressed the crowd. Nicky tried
to get his gang to move on. In his own words, he reports:

Not one of them moved. It was the first
time they didn't follow me. Then I got
scared and I called that preacher every
filthy name I knew. He paid no attention,
just kept on talking, a long time.

And, the next thing you knew the Presi-
dent of the Chaplains flopped 'down on his
knees, right on Edward Street, and started
crying. The Vice President and two War
L rds,got down beside him and they cried

.But then this preacher come up to
rael---He was President of the Mau Maus

---and starts shaking his hand. I figured
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he was trying to bust us up and I went

up and shoved the preacher. Israel

stared at me, like he'd never seen me be-
fore.

So that preacher heads for me, -'Nicky,'

he says, 'I love you.'

No one in my life ever 'told me that. I

me preacher,' I said, you!'
didn't know what to do. 'You come near

And I meant it. \Well, Israel and the
preacher talked some re, but at last

he left and I thought i was over. Only

we never went after the ragons [1963,
pp88-89].

Many multirealists see the end of the Control Era as

the beginning of the Human Era: not chaos, but discovery of
the Self and of the- Other await us on the other side of the

nightmare of Western history. It is into this life that we

must induct the child. We must help him discover that each
of us brings into the world unique potentialities for experi-

ence, and that the life task, the, responsibility of each of

us who would develop himself, is to discover these potenti-

alities and to realize them in our existence. Abraham Maslow

expresses it:

If we accept the notion of the human es(-
sence or the core-self, i.e., the consti-

tutional temperamental biological, chemi-
cal, endocrinological, given ,raw material,
if we do accept the fact that babies come
into the world very different from each .
other...then the job of any helper, and
furthermore the first job of each of us
for ourselves, is to uncover and discover
what we ourselves are [1968, pp.688-689].

To treat a child as a particular case of a -general cate-
)gory, to recognize him only as a participant in a 'syndrome,'

is to deny his human teality, his own agency in determining

18
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,skis It is to deny him the "I am what I am" which is
the destinl of'every person to anobbject, namely, that he is
6h agent who-determines his own being.' The antithesists, on
the ether hand, begin with this fact, and refuse all theo-

,. ries that do not allow a place for it. The primacy of the
human subject in determining and in defining the significance
of his acts istaken for granted by antithesists. Theoreti-
cal invalidation of another person's experience rests, in the
last anelvcis,"not on su perior knowledge, but on power.

Authentic Being and the Normal Man
'Reality' is as:various as the Modes of experience of

'which mon are capable. 'Normalcy' Identifies that particular
mode of experience that 'society has adopted as its own, and
into phish it inducts its children. Self and world, as un-
derstoodwithin the dominant mode of experience, constitute
reality as common sense understands it; alternative modes of
experience are taken not as paths to different realities but
to the unreal. Thus, childreq who experience the world in
variant ways are regarded as "out of touch." To say that the
child is out of touch with reality is to say that he does not
apprehend the world the way we do, and that our mode of ap-
prehendi0 is correct while his is not.

In writing about his strange expeNences under the ap-
prenticeship of Don Juan, Carlos Castenada reports many para-
normal anS performed by Don Juan and another sorcerer, Don
Genaro. Each time Castenada goes through these experiences
he tries very hard to account for them in terms of hisOuld
reality.. In one such instance, in which Don Juan appears to
count the same leaf repeatedly falling from a tree and Don
Genaro appears to be jumping from impossible heights on a
mountain top, Castenada asks Don Juan for an explanation:

Your problem is th you want to under-
stand everything, and at is not possi-
ble. If yob insist on understanding you
are not considering your entire lot as a
hu p.311].

DOn Juan t Tls Castenada that he "knew" these things without

-
understandirik them. "No," Protested Castenada, "No, I didn't,

know that."



I was trythful at that. .My Mind refused
to intake that sort of stimuli as being
ireal,1 and yet, after ten years of ap-
prenticeship with Don Juan my mind could
no longer uphold my old ordinary criteria
of what was real [1971, P.315]:

The assumption that lends plausibility to chir studied
view is that our everyday reality, the world we are taught
from childhoodsto apprehend, is an independent given rather
than a human construction. The socially dominant version of

versions of re 7i seem to lack; its thereness, in the form
reality has a of facticity,and solidity that other

qf
that we were ttight to apprehend it, seems indisputable and
immovabre." A0erger and Luckmann have said:

The reality of everyday life is taken for
granted as reality, It dOes not require
additional verification over and beyond
its simple presence. It is simply there
as self-evident and compelling facticity.
I know that iA is real [1961, p.23].

0 fact, however, this reality is a human construction,V
built up', elaborated, and maintained by means of a symbol
system,, complete with rules for the identification, organi-
zation, and valuation of the elements that compose it.
'Reality "that which seems independent of us and within
which, like rt or not, we exist--is in fact a product of human

subjectivity.. Indeed, reality construction isthe human act
par excellence. It is human beings who create the realities
as human beings, and is a symptom of a sc...7.ial order that has
desecrated human subjectivity.

The new multirealists, in criticizing the current ea-
tionality of the 'caring process, say that we cannot assume
that the dominant mode Ps 'reality.' They say that the major
agent of the social order is its educational system. The

fundamental ignorance of who we are, our failure to recognize
the human powers embodied in the reality that seems to sur-
round its impassively, is a tearned-ignorance. It is the re-
suit of education. The prpcess of education is a journey_



away from ourselves, a movement toward progressive ignorance...
It is a tribute to the stability of the establishAd social
system that this 4gnorarice is identified with knowledge, as
William-Stake recognized so very clearly [1M]

The goal of education is tb perguade the'individpal to
participate in the dominant mode of experience in relation
to which normalcy and, reality ae_luire their cultural signifi-
cance. Powers to apprehend the flux of experience in mani-
fold ways, to confer being on some experiences but to with-
hold it from others, must be prOperly trained. Children
mustbe taught to'distinguish between dreams, fantasies, or
myths and reality, between the commonplace and the bizarre,
and between what is good and evil. Most importantly, they
must learn to make these distinctions in the piescribed ways.

The success of the education& process hinges on their
Ignorance of the fact that we create the world throdgh such
distinctions, i.e., that ,the world, as so constituted, does
not exist independently of our operations on thelux of ex-
j'erience, For it is only when an individual has acquired
this ignorance that he has truly lost touch with himself.
The process by which this ignorance is learned is aptly sum-
marized by Ronald Laing in his analysis of family systems.
"If my view is right, we at this very moment may not know
we have rules against knowing about certain rules [1971,
p.111]." The be way.to get someone to obey a rule is to
get him to forget that he is obeying it:

Rule 1: Apprehend the world in such-and-such a way:
cuff up and interpret the fdow of experience
this way rather than that.

Rule 2: Forget that you are apprehending the world in
accordance with lluie 1.

Rule 1 tells us how to construct and apprehend the world.
. Rule 2 tells us to'forget that we are actively, constructing

the world in the manner Rul 1 diCtates. The result is that
the world seems to be as Rine i tells us it is.
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Conspiracy, theories within the antithesis hold that
there are individuals or social classes th know Rules 1

andp2, and to satisfy their own purposes, encourage the

child's internalization of the rules, thus guaranteeing the

docility of the normal man. The more radical position within

the antithesis is that we have all forgotten that we have

internalized these rules and that,what, in our forgetfulness,

we take to be knowledge is transmitted from one generation

to the next with the utmost sincerity. That is, once firmly

established, our ignorance of ourselves as the creators of

the world we apprehend is self-maintaining and does not pre-
suppose any malicious intent.

any event, forgetfulness is at the root of the mat-1 /

ter. We are the agents of our own forgetfulness insofar as
we systematically transmit to our children and confirm in,

one another the view that experiencing is a passive operation;

performed either rightly or wrongly, rather than a creative

act of the self.

The net effect of this forgetfulness is that the neces-
sity of a given definition of reality is taken for granted
and submission to it is extolled. To refuse to acknowledge

its power and independence, to struggle against it, is re-

garded, in the words of the Russian existentialist Lev
Shestov, as "the extreme expression of shamelessness [1966,

p.79]." --

What irritated him [Aristotle] or pert
haps disturbed him mosein Plato was the
latter's courage or rather, to use his
own expressions, Plato's audacity and

shamelessness, which suggested to him
that those who adore Necessity only dream
of reality but are powerless to see it
in the waking state. .Plato's words

seemed to Aristotle unnatural, fantastic,
deliberately provoking. But how to

silence Plato, how to constrain him not
only to submit to Necessity in the visi-
ble and empirical world but blso to ren-
der it in through the honors to which,
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K
Aristotle was convinCed, it was entitled?
Necessity is Necessity, not for those
who sleep but for those who are,awake.
And the waking who see Necessity see
real being, while Plato, with his auclac-

and =shamelessness, turns uS away
from real being and leads us into the
domain of the fantastic. unreal,. the
Illusory, and--by that very fact--the
faisp." One must stop at nothing in,or-
dell'Sinally to extinguish in man that
thirst for freedom which 'found expression
in Plato's, work. 'Necessity' is invinci-
ble [1966, "p.79].

For'Aristotle, and for a1,1 thesists.since his time,
Necessity--that which we take to be abidingly and independ-
ently real-7cannot be challenged. To do so is presumptuous
and irrational. This challenge seems irrational, however,
only from the standpoint of those who have so mystified them-
selves that they do not recognize that we ourselves have pos-
ited this reality and thus have the power to transcend, in-
validate, or transform it. In this denial of the ultimacy
and necessary character of reality as the normal man,appre-
hends it, antithesists of diverse persuasions find their
commonality.

A corollary of, their position is that the normal man-
Aristotle, who'orders us "Cry halt before Necessity"--is im-
mersed in a profound sleep: the body of Albion (All Being,
Life) sleeps, Wiliam Blake declares, but the sleepers be-
lieve they are awake. Nonbeinn announces itself as-being--
death masgu

a
rades as life--such'are the metaphors that anti-

thesists hive drawn on to underscore their insight that we
affirm ourselves within the framework of an existential de-
lusion.

It is, moreover, in the fundamental sense suggested by
these metaphors that normal man is alienated from his own
being. "Alienation," as used here, refers to the nonrecog-
nition of one's powers as they, are embodied in one's products,
which, in'turn, seed.' to arise and exist independently of human
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effort, and then to conff.nt us as autonomous powers to
which we must submit. ro be alienated I's to view what is
essentially a human world, built up, given significance, and
sustained by, man as a thing world. And since our potentials
tas men are only revealed to us in our products, the failure
to _recognize ourselves in our produtts entails an ignorance'
of our own being. For the antithesist, the conflict between
thesis and antithesis reveals itself as a conflict between
alienatiovand being. Rejecting the terms of the problem as -

posed by the thesis camp, he declares that it is not variance
that needs explaining and rectifying, but normalcy; for nor-,
malty is the condition of being out of touch with one's own
being. As Ronald Laing has said:

The condition of alienation, of being
asleep, of bein4 unconscious, of being
out of e's mind, is the condition of
the norm 1 man. Society highly values
its normal man. It educates children
to lose themselves, and to become ab-
surd, and thus to be normal. Normal
men have perhaps killed 100,000,000 of
their fellow normal men in'the last 50
years [1967, p.28].

Realit Maintenance: Dealin with Variants
ce established, a version of reality is remarkably

stale, and its authenticity is not easily challenged.
Doubts as to its authenticity. however, can arise when a so-
ciety comes into contact with another society whose members
participate in a different mode of experience. As Berger
and Luckmann suggest:

The appearance of ap alternative symbol-
ic universe poses a threat because its
very existence demonstrates empirically
that one's own udiverse is less than in-
evitable [1561i'p.108].

Confronted by a group participating in.a different ver-
sion of reality a society may become self-cons about
its own role in constructing reality. Its r es for operating
on experience lose their invisibikity and b come manifest.,
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The alarm called forth undet= such, circumstances is in

large part due to the fact that the stability of our world
is suddenly shaken. Reality threatens to divsolve, leaving
us homeless, disoriented 'and alone. In addition, a threat
to the official version of reality is alsooa threat to those
who enjoy privileged position in the existing social order,
since-distributions of power, prestige, and wealth presup-
pose this definition of reality. Thus many-have a very spe-
cial interest, over and beyond the'preservation of ontologi-
cal security, in maintaining the existing symbolic universe
intact.

In the history of service delivery to children in Amer-
ica, including compulsory education, it seems clear that this
was happening during the great waves of immigration into this
country from 1850 to 1920. Alien cultures containing foreign
languages, ethnic and cultural identities, strange habits and
customs and non-Protestant reli-giont shook the parochial foun-
dations of antebellum American society. These foreign groups
flooded the inner cities, keeping close together, bringing
with them their variantcultural traditions. They built
their own shops, stores, restaurants, churche.s, challenging
the images and symbols of rural, Protestant, middle class,
Anglo-Saxbn, American society. Their children covered the ,
str4ets of cities like New York, Philadelphia, and Chicago.
The growth of schools and compulsory education seems to be a
direct reaction to this threat. Orphanages, almshouses, men-
tal hospitals, and correctional facilities suddenly came into
existence in large numbers. The government caretaking agency
wan born, as a direct reaction to the threat of this inunda-
tion.

Against the background of massive support f r a unitary
version of reality, the variant experiences of a Few individ-
uals can fairly easily be discounted aq the product.of their
own defectiveness or perversity. As Berger andAuckmann have
said:

k)1

[It is] much less shocking to thereality
status of one's own univer§eto have t6
deal with minority groups of deviants,'
whose contrariness is ipso facto defined



as folly or Iiickedness, than to confront,
another society that views one's own def-
initions or reality as ignorant, mad or
downright evil [1967, Pp.1077108].

That within the established symbolic universe there is a
special niche for those who are 'out of touch with reality'
trrare put into a special class which is associated with
tl e rule that experiences of its members need not be treated

a par with our own. Thus, their variant experiences cease
to pose a threat to our vel'sion of reality wand are trans-
formed into symptoms of thejr ;problems.'

But the, invalidation of the experiences of variants is
not sufficient when invalidation leaves variant behavior In-
tact. The presence of large numbers of such individuals az4
rouses the temptation in others to follow their example and
defy established definitions of reality. A simple example of
this was the challenge and final overturn of the ban on long
male tresses. In the Sixties we began to see here and there
in some European countries, particularly the Netherlands and
Scandinavia, a few defiant males who grew their hair to their'
shoulders. This was cause for reaction and bewilderment.
And then the few grew into a small trickle across the world
and the trickle grew into a torrent of long haired males who
joined females in a tonsorial unisex revolution. In the

Seventies such behavior had taken over the style centers and
style economies of the world. Such behavior was now chic
and not deviant.

of

If the number of individuals questioning significant
areas of reality grows sufficiently large, they may be ca-
pable of doing as a group, what they could not do individ-
ually: namely, putting the prevailing version of reality in
jeopardy. As a result, it is necessary teLtransform these
people before tha potential threat they pose becomes actual,
In our time, alienation itself has become such a threat, and
measures Sf treatment, re-education, corrections and behavior
modification have been turned toward reinducting alienated
persons into the official and public mode of experience.
Since alienation itself is such a private affair, people are
not aware of how many others share their condition. Once
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such personal, private knowledge becomes public, however,
it will be difficult to maintain the fiction of normative
adaptation.

As Berger and Luckmari have said, "Therapy entails the
application of conceptual machinery to insure that actual or
potential deviants stay within the institutionalized difi-
nitions of reality [1967, p.113]." If the privately alien-
ated should all expose their condition to each other there
would not be enough machinery available to ensure the insti-
tutionalization of conventional reality.

'In fact, some of the multirealists claim that institu-
tionalized definitions of reality are being shattered. Pro-
found human events have shaken our unitary world view. Since
the 1960's, our society has discovereatfe "generation gap,"
"student revolt," "ghetto riots," "gay liberation," "women's
lib," "Black power," "brown power," "Wounded Knee," "sexual
freedom," etc. The single-dimension reality, the unified . ----,

universe of. America, has suddenly exploded into multispan-
gled images of reality- -a psychedelic carniva0of realities.
Multiple inner visions'were spilling onto the social scene
like'a dazzling light show of colors and forms, a dizzy ka-
leidoscope of changing experiences and patterns; Against
thisshifting universe, any c!ng!e vow of deviance is hard

j

to maintain, difficult to stabilize: 'Normal' man is sud-
enly being propelled into himself. His alienation is becom-
ng painfully exposed.

The antithetical multirealists have begun to believe in
the potential for a revolution fan 'normality,' arising out of
the seeds of the increasing alienation of normal man. The
word "revolution," in tine language of antithesis, is used in
the same way that Revel uses it:

By definition, revolution signifies an
event such as has never taken place be-
fore; an event that comes to fruition
by ways that are hitherto unknown in his-

' ,tory. When we use the word 'revolution'
we must necessarily speak of something
that cannot be conceived or understood
within the context of old ideas. The
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stuff of revolution, and its first suc-
cess must be the ability to innovate.

It must be mobility with respect to the
past, and speed with respect to creation

[1972, P.123].

The Celebration of Deviance
Many of the new multirealitsts know that to say that the

normal man is alienated is not to say that the variantpsr-

son is necessarily- in touch with the-depths of his being.\

As Laing has said:

There are forms of alienation that are
relatively strange to statistically
'normal' forms of alienation. The 'nor-

mally' alienated person, by reason of
the fact that be acts more or less like
everyone else, is taken to be sane.

Dther forms of alienation are labeled
ti

by the 'normal' majority as b'ad or
mad [1967, pp.27-28].

Nonetheless, in a society in which variance is sin, the var-

rant person-alienated or not--emerges as a hero. What is

heroic is his recalcitrance. Though everything conspires

against him he refuses to participate in the official version 2
of reality, preferring his own mode of experience to that

which is represented by what Laing calls the "normal majority."

The ultimate goal of the new multirealists is the cele-

bration of being in the multivarious. forms in which it will

reveal itself. Although deviance is not 'being,' to affirm

and celebrate deviance in the current situation is to negate

the ultimacy of existing definitions of being and reality.

Just as, for the normal man, deviance is a symbol of nonbeing,

for the antithesist it offers the one real glimpse of being

that is available to us. Although the variant person may

not recognize'himself as the power behind, the reality he in-

habits, his realitOs a different one from our own. He thus

imitates the forgotten image of man in his'real capacity as

the subject of his existence.



We have said that 'deviance is not equivalent to being.
But it must also be added that in a society that has over-
come alienation, whose members have recovered their subjec-
tivity, being will reveal itself as variance, for individuals
are unique; their potentials for being are unique. For this
reason, the new from.their 'antithesis posi-
tion, regard it as deh manizing to throw all men into the
hypnotic trance that goes by the name of 'normalcy.' For
they are thus denied the right to discover themselves as
human beings, actualizing their unique human potentials.

,

For our own fulfillment we must embrace defectors from
the social mold. When Ivan Illich appeared before the
Catholic Church's Inquisitional Branch of Vatican his own
deviance yes clearly at issue. According to the account in
Francine du Plessix Gray's book Divine Disobedience, Illich
was ushered into a room dominated by a heavy oak table with
two candlesticks, a black, wooden crucifix, a white figure of
Christ, and a Bible. In addition, the table held a dossier

of newspaper and journal clippings'by or about Mich. There
was a man behind the desk. Illich tialked'up to the table:

'I am Mich.'
'I know.'
;monsignor, who are you?'
'Your judge.'
,'I thought I would know your name.'
That is unimportant. I am called Casoria

[1971, p2351.'

Ivan Illich was asked to put his hand on his chest and
to swear to tell the truth. He obliged. He Was then asked
to keep secret everything that transpired in the ensuing con-
versation and was warned that a special excommunication would
be issued to anyone who revealed the proceedings of the con-
gregation. Ivan Illich in very rapid Italian replied that he
refused to take any oath of secrecy on the grounds that such
an oath would be "against the natural law of self-defense and
the, divine law of honesty in the church;" that it would con-
tradict the Second Vatican Council's reforms of the congrega-
tion's procedures, and that it would violate, in particular,
the recent Papal edict Integrae Servonde of 1965, which stated
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the rules of procedure of the congregation should be a mat-
ter of public record.

The secrecy of the Catholic Church's Inquisitional
Branch, which was the foundation of' its power, had seldom be-
fore in the seven centuries of its existence been contested
on such reasonable grounds and a certain pandemonium pre-
vailed, for the next hour, in that section of the Vatican's

caves.

Interrogator: 'If you don't want to
swear to secrecy this is
over.'

Ivan Illich: 'In the name of the Father
and the Son and the...'

Interrogator: 'What.are you doing?'
Ivan Illich: '4 am putting an end to

this session [1971,
pp.235-236].'

The upshot of this proceeding was that Ivan Mich in-
sisted upon receiving a written copy of all charges against
him, and, through the intercession of other powers in the
Vatican the judges agreed to this procedure. Ivan Illich
also answered in writing and was sent on his way.

The author of the book reporting on the incident say

Let us note that some time after this
interlude in the caves of the Vatican,
Monsignor de Magistres and Monsignor
Casoria were relieved of their posts at
the Congregation for the Doctrine of the
Faith [1971, p.240].

4,

A very well-known professional, a man approaching mid-
dle years, reaches a crisis in his own life.' It is a crisis
precipitated by discovery of the uniqueness in children he

i6 working with. They are children who recall to him re-

jected parts of his earlier serf. They are poor, out of the

New York slums. They are light miles away from Harvard Uni-
versity, where he was transformed into a man with social status.
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These children call hiM back to himself. They are close to
the tap-roots, out of which he has metamorphosed Into a
bright young doctor of psychology. That part of himself
which he denied in his educational processwhich he placed
in a somnambulant trance, is gradually recovered under their
tutelage. Their street language awakens echoes within him.
"Des guys," "dem freaks ,",!'dose big shots from Harvard."
These words spring from his own lips like an underground
stream, suddenly flooding to: the surface,. breaking loose
from all the encompassing restraints within him. What he
had been as a poor, urban, lower-class Jewish delinquent,
and what he had become through the help of kind-hearted,
well meaning philanthropic' ex-Harvard businessmen, is forced
into crisis by his young charges.

"My grandfather was a gOrilla," he said, ,';my father was
a gorilla! Am I half a gorilla?"

At this point, antithesis exhortation takes hold ,o 4Him.
"Be what you are and only what you can be. Begin to love
yourself, not that part of yourself which society currently
validates, but the totality of your being."

The totality of his being. This he had t -accept if he
were to awake from his own trance of normalcy. nd so, he
rushed to embrace himself,'all that he was and uld be. He
faced his colleagues, his Harvard friends, his university

...students, with his conflicts, his 'abnormalities,' his devi-
ance. "Dese," "dem," and "dose," he said. "r mustfOve me
as'A am, for what I am. You must 4 as I am, Cf wa are
to love each other."

The great Hassidic master, Rebbe Zusia was deeply sad
as h s death approached. hen aske0why he was sad, he re-
sponded, When I shall face he celestri0 tribunal, I shall
not be asked why I was not Abrallam, Jacob, or Moses. I

shall be asked why I was not Zuia [Wesel, 1,972, p.120."
Zusia is Zusia, but in the course of growing up, Zusia
learns to be ashamed of his Zusianess, to regard it as per-
verse or preposterous; perhaps he loses touch with his
Zusianess altogether. Antithesists declare that Zusia.must
be allowed to be Zusia and that any society that.confines
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Zusia to any other role but Zusia, to 'normal man,' is a de-

humanizing society.

To celebrate deviance. is to experience and rejoice in
the full range of being, with its multiple facets, its infi-

nitely varied forms. It is to countenance childishness and
adultness, rationality and irrationality, perversity and
heroism, stupidity and brilliance. To celebte deviance is
to relish and enjoy strangeness, and otherwisencss, to Tearn
from strangeness the hidden recesses of the self. Human

conditions which are now impaled upon the horns of dilemmas
called irraqtal,' or 'emotional, ' or 'disabled, ' or 'damaged, '

could belefulfilling and enriching. In an earlier stage of
historical innocence 'insanity' was considered transporting,
a way to nonlogical 'knowing,' another reality in which
'visions,' enhanced and resplended life, elevated both the'
individual visionary and the community into a plane of
ecstacy whose visionary imRact still dimly echoes down the

halls of our current institutions.

Do stoievsky, in his Diary of a Writer says, "It is not

in confining one's neighbor that one is convinced of one's

sanity [in Foucault, 1973, p.ix }.

In his preface to Madness and Civilization, Foucault

writes:

We have yet to write the histOry of that
other form of madness in which men, in
an act of sovereign reason, confine their

neighbors, and communicate and recognize
each other through the merciless language.
of non-mad4ss...[1973, p.ix].

In writing this history of the madness of reason,
Foucault traces his evolution back to the point where reason

and un, son communicat1d with each other. in a common lan-

guage. e takes us back to'the period of the Renaissance
when the dialogue was first brokeri and a distance was estab-

lishea between reason and unreason. Reason subjugated non-

reason, condemning its truth as madness, crime or disease,

and imposing a censure upon its revelations. Foucault intro-

duces us to the political and economic tyranny of reason:
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To the muliirealists, intervention is still politics
masked as science. They ,point out that the most frequently
used argument for additronal funds for service programs,
clinical research or service training is that the money will
be we41 spent. it will either restore individuals to wage
earners it will increase their employability and their
contribution to the general economy. The work.ethic, the
moral implications of employability, the belief in the en-
nobling influence ofJob--these attitudes are subtly blended
with compassion to obscure the underlying political meaning
of intervention. In Foucault's work the evolution of this
ethic is traced to the Seventeenth Century; when, folothe
first time, men linked disability, unreason, de lion, to

sloth.,and slackness:

Until the Renaissance, the sensibility
to madness was linked to the presence of
imaginary tnanscendences. In the classic
age, for the first time, madness was per-
ceived through a.condemnation of idleness
and in a social imminence guaranteed by
a community of labor [1973, p.58].

tHe says that in the classical period the communrtycpcquired
Ithe,ethical power of segregation which allowed it to extrude
into another world all forms of social uselessness. He says
that it was in this "other world"--that madness, encircled
by the, sacred powers of labor, assum the status we now
attribute ,to it. However, he says, th ation between the
practice of tonfinement and the insistence on work is not
defined by economic conditions. It is a political moral
perception which sustains and animates this relationship.
He demonstrates how early an 'middle Seventeenth Century doc-
uments expressed this morality in clear terms. Madness,

crime, and disability were 11 tied to the weakening of di%-
cipline and the relaxatilon Of morals. The arguments were
not made on the basis of poverty being tied to the scarcity
of commodities and to unemployment. Instead, reports and
edicts of that period talked about"the libertinage of beg-
gars, about their looseness, about the continual practice
among them of all types of vice.
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In reaction to such libertinage among the poblr who were
criminal, mad, disabled, the general hospitals of those times
had the "power of authority, of direction, of administration,
of commerce; of police, of jurisdiction, of corrections and
punishment," and to accomplish this task, "stakes, irons, pri-
sons, and dungeons are put at their disposal [Foucault, 1973,

0.59] ."

The modern antithesist views our current intervention

practices and sees much in them which is still linked to this
critical period in history in which the politics of caring
took over from the reverence and awe and mutual communication
which prevailed before that time. The multirealists look at
the great gulf separating the 'normal' and 'abnormal' which
renders them deaf to exchanges between each other, and view
this gulf, like Foucault, as making each side dead to the .

other.

None of the theories of. intervention addresses itself
to this gulf. Instead, all theories address themselves to
silencing the differ aces of the extruded populations. In

the words of Foucault.

None of the concepts of psychopathology,
even and especially in the implicit pro-
cess of retrospection, can play an organ-
izing role. What is constitutive is the

maction that divides madness, and not the

0 science elaborated once this division is
made and calm restored [1973, p.ix].

The multirealists say the division is made, and inter-
vention sciences ignore the lack of communication, ther lack
.of joint commerce between two lippects of being, labeled nor-.

mal and abnormal. Instead theoRntervention sciences join
forces with tI'e body politic--the,bureaucraties of the state
--and apply their conceptualizations and their actions ih
attempting to eradicate or silence one side of the division--
that which' is declared abnormal

To release individuals and grips from one-dimensional
identities, such'as delinquent, or disordered, is to free
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oneself from constant watchfulness over one's own normalcy,
to liberate being into becoming:.

...Jonathan held in Olought an image of
the great gull-flocks-ion the shore of
another time, and he knew with practiced
ease that he was not bone and feather
but a perfect idea of freedom and flight,
limited by nothing at all [Bab; 1970,
p.63].

To force one-dimensional identities, and squander pre-
cious human resources upon 'normalizing' deviance, says the
antithesis view, is like trying to dip out the ocean with a
sieve, trying to paint a blazing sunset grey. The vigor and
vitality of the'species lie in its variety and infinite pos-
sibilities. In the evolutionary chain such variation is
wealth, not waste. yin everyday life advantages are mistaken
for disadvantages.

Sweet is the use of Adversity
Which, like the toad,
ugly and venemous, wears'
yet a precious jewel in its
head [Shakespeare, 1599, As
You Like It, Act 2, Scene I,
Line 12].

In the Miracle Worker (Gibson, 1960), .-we are confronted
with disability and watch its moving metamorphosis into com-
pleteness, where power and disability become a single whole.
At the age of twelve years, Helen Keller was deaf, blind and
mute. She was like a wild animal. To a clinician she might
have appeared psychotic. At twelve she clawed and struggled
against all who tried to help her. A Partially-blind special
teacher, Annie Sullivan, came into the Keller home at that
time. Annie struggled with Helen, with Kate, Helen's mother
(who was locked into a 'neurotic' exchange with Helen), and
with Helm's incompletenss to release the young girl from'
the overwhelming psychic prison of eternal darkness and si-
lence. The Miracle Worker portraysthe struggle and love
which transposes destructiveness into a miracle of life.
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ten sees and hears. through Annie. She is transformed as a

person, and the living unit which revolves around her becomes

a more harmonic whole. When Annie starts with her she was

like this:

Annie close the door. Helen starts at

the door jar, and rushes it. Annie holds

her off. Helen kicks her, breaks fres,
and careens around the room like an iM*
prisoned bird, colliding with furniture,
groping wildly, repeatedly touching her
cheeks in a growing panic. When she has
covered the Komi, she commences her weird
screaming. Anhie moves to comfort her,
but her touch sends Helen into a parox-
ysm of rage: She tears away, fails over
her box a'toysflings its content in
handfuls in Annie's direction. Flings

the box too, reels to her feet, rips cul'-
tains from the window, bangs and kicks
at the door, sweeps objects of the man-
tlepiece and shelf, a little tornado in-
carnaie, al/1 destruction, until she Comes
upon her doll and, in the act of hurling

it, freezes. Then she clutches it to
herself, and in exhaustion, sinks sobr
bing to the floor. Annie stands contem-
plating her in some awe [1360, pp.83-84].

Under Annie's tutelage, and at the moment in which their lives
were permanently bonded together, she was like this:

Annie has pulled Helen downstairs again
by one hand, the pitcher in her other
hand, down the porch steps,' and across

the yard to the pump. She puts Helen's .

hand,on the pump handle, grimly.

Annie: All right, pump'..

(Helen touches her cheek, iits uncer-
tainly.)
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No. she's not here. Pump!

She_forces Helen's hand to work the han-
dle,_then lets go. And Helen obeys.
She pumps till the water cows, then.
Annie puts the pitcher in her other hand
and guides it under the spout, and the
water tumbling half into and half around
the pitcher douses Helen's hand. ,Annie
takes over the handle tokeep water com-
ing, and does autpmaticallyWhat she has
done so many times before, spells into
Helen's free palm :`

Water, W, a, t, a r. Water.-- It has a7-
.naMe..-

And now the miracle happens. Helen drops
the pitcher on the slab under the spout,
it shatters. She stands transfixed.
Annie freezes on the pump handle: there
is a change in the sundown light, and
with it a change in Helen's face, some
light coming into it we have never seen
there, some struggle in the depths behind
it; and her lips tremble, trying td re-
member something the muscles around them
once knew, till at last it finds its way
out, painfully, a baby sound buried under
the debris of years of dumbness.

Helen: Wah. Wah.

And again, with great effort

Wah. Wah.

Helen plunges her hand into the dwindling
Water, spells into her own palm. Then she
gropes frantically, Annie reaches for her
hand, and Helen spells into Armlets hand.

Annie: (Whispering): Yes.
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Helen spells into it again.

Yes!

Helen grabs at the handle, pumps for more
Water, plunges her hand into its spurt
and grabs. Annie's to spell it again.

Yes! Oh, my dear--

She falls to her knees to clasp Helen's
hand, but Helen pulls it free, stands al-
most bewildered, then drops to the ground,
pats it swiftly, holds up her palm, im-
perious. Annie spells into it: G-R-0-
U-N-10.

Helen spells it back.

Yes!

Helen whirls to the-pump, pats it, holds
up her palm, and Annie spells into it.

Pump.

plen spells it back.

Yes! Yes!

Now Helen is in such an excitement she
is possessed, wild trembling, cannot be
still, turns, runs, falls on the porch
steps, claps it, reaches out her palm,
and Annie is at it instantly to spell:

S-T-E-P.

Helen has no time to spell back now, she
whirls groplpeto touch anything, en-
counters the trellis, shakes it, thrusts
out her palm, and Annie while spelling to
her cries wildly at the house.
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Trellis. Mrs. Kellr! Mts. Keller!
[Gibson, 1960, pp.117-119].

The rest of Helen Keller4s life was a celebration of
deviance. Within the framework of the thesist view she could
be seen as disabled, but what a distortion this would have
been of the gifts of a unique personality. Edison, too,
could have been seen as diSabled and retarded because of his
hearing and leaning difficulties. This too, would have been
a distortion.

Many of tho intentional communities, both new and old,
agree with the antithesists in celebrating deviance. The
Bruderhofs, a group of long-established intentional commudi-
ties in the Eastern United States, are typical of this per-
spective. They do not see limitations in differences. They
feel enriched by the special ones in their community.

Charles knows so much more than- I do
about loving. His wa/ opens me up. It

Makes me feel things I would not other-
wise*feel [personal communication, New
Academic Village].

In another intentional community, in the deep south,
Rod says to some of his community members:

I cheated my way through'college. That's
how I got through. No matter how hard I

would have studied I don't think I could
have made it. I copied other people's
papers. I had a friend take S.A.T. exams
for me so I could get in college. I had
a key made to the office files where the
exam was kept and I'd go into the office
at one o'clock in the morning to steal'a
copy of the exam and then go home towork
all night on it.

When I got married my wife didn't want
any kids by me. She said my IQ was too
low [personal communication, New Academic
Village].
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Rod reads Maslow, Illich, Vanier, Postman, Marcuse. He

stores these ideas deep within the recesses of his being..

An alchemy takes place within him so that the ideas take on

a real life which is expressed through his living. Those

who come in contact with him know directly, through him, the

meaning of these otherwise meaningless ideas. They experi-

ence a Rod who holds communion with them around his deep en-

counter with the ideas of Goodman or Perls. His level of

"knowing" these ideas makes the "academician" aware of the
shallow level of his own knowledge of them, and provides a
moving experience in the exercise of living them out with Rod.

Rod's earlier, all encompassing, student delinquencies,
in which he avidly pursued knowledge in his own deviant way
is now a critical hub around which living and learning takes

place for his peers and the children he comes in contact

with. What a crazy, idiosyncratic way to go through coflege.

What a crazy picture of a stupid guy he carries around in

his head. What a profound education he got for himself.

As now practiced, these multirealists say, 'socializa-

tion,' 'education,' therapy,' all assert the priority of

society to the individual. All proceed to mold the indivi-

dual from the inside out. His resources are exploited and

recognized only insofar as they can be channelled in appro-

priate directions as judged from a standpoint external to
him; otherwise, they are left untapped and lulled into sleep,

to be expressed only in dreams and fantasies. Antithesists,

on the other hand, assert the priority of the Self, of the

human subject. True caring aims, not at transforming a per-

son into what we want him to be, but at helping him discover

and become what only he is. The contrast between these two

models of caring (or therapy, or education) is highlighted

in Maslow's description of the way a manager helps a poten-

tial boxer become'a boxer:

What the good manager Tdoes is to take the
boy and train him to be, if this is Joe'
Dokes, a better Joe Dokes. That is he

takes his style as seven and builds upon
that. He does not itart all over again,
and say, 'Forget all you've learned, and
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do it this way,' which is like saying,
'Forget what kind of body you have,' or
'Forget what you are good for.' He takes
him and builds upon his own talents and
builds him up into the very best Joe
Dokes-type boxer that he possibly can
(1968, p.695].

Intervention
Tor antithesists,sintervention is a highly personal in-

.

teraction. Better--it is an interpersonal transaction, in
the sense that each of the p#rticipants invests And risks
his whole being in the interaction between them. In the
intervention transaction; both parties may be changed. If

the situation has,been rigged so that one of the parties
risks nothing at'all--save his professional reputation, if
the experience of the other is regarded as a priori invalid,
then, as Huber would put it, we are once gain in the realm
of IT. IT is not an .1.11-thou" relationshi --the other person

is IT. Intervention must~ aim at mutual alidation, at self-
discovery and at the, discovery of one other; it aims at
the discovery of ourselves through the discovery of one an-
ot1w. As Ronald Laing has said:

Psychotherapy must remain an obstinate
attempt of two people to recover the
wholeness of being human through the
relationship between them [1966, p.55].

There is a sense in which vhenever an authentic human
relationship comes into,being, there has been an important
intervention in the lives of the participants, which serves
to reaffirwthe personhood of each of them. Such relation-
ships may be beyond the present reach of many people cur-
1-ently classified as variant, and they may be equally inac--
cessible to many people considered normal. In such cases,
the intervener's role is to get the other to care for him-
self by caring for him.

Caring is not, for the antithesist, a technical, mechan-
ical activity even where it involves such duties; it is,
first and foremost, a personal act. Care, in this sense, is
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closely akin Wilove. "Love," says Buber, "is the responsi-
bility of an I for a Thou." It is not mere sentimentality,
butz,an active, ongoing attentiveness to the other, which is
possible only as an act of one's whole being.

All of us, then, are capable of being teachers and
learners, and all of us are in need of teaching and learning.
To put the power to intervene or teach in the hands of one
specialized group d the need for intervention or learning
in another, is to ce to these specialized groups our own
powers and needs. Ant thesists would have each of us reap-
propriate.the special asks he has allotted to these speCial
,classes, recognizing n himself both the impulse to care and
the need to be cared for.

The antithesist looks with distrust at the profession-
alization and bureaucratization of caring. Caring thus be-
comes the prerogative of an elite; it becomes a social task,
a role, and loses its character as an investment of the
whole being. By reifying human experience and by presuppos-
ing certain 'normal' patterns, the professionals perpetuate
the myth that a single structure of being will do for all of
us. They aim to make an alienated and dehumanized social
order function smoothly and harmoniously, rather than to
overcome alienation.

The social function of intervention. Whereas the multi-,
realist's intervention is viewed as part of human growth and
self-realization, single reality intervention is viewed as a
means of social control. The analysis of traditional inter-
vention as an attempt to maintain an established order has
been a popular theme in recent years, testifying to a rising
self-consciousness about our mode of living and our' untapped
potentials. At an ontological level, the thesis group at-
tempts to maintain its monopoly over 'reality,: to insist
that its mode of experience is self-certifying, while others
are invalid. At a political level, intervention serves to
mairitain,existing distributions of power and other valued

social resources. Viewed frOm the standpoint of social psy-
chology, intervention has served to promote group solidarity
in much the same manner as 'did the ancient rite of scape-
goating.

k,
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Much attention has already been given to the ow-ological
claims implicit in main'li.ne interQention. A single reality
structure is affirmed, and the reality of the variert is de-
clared to be invalid; the task of the intervener is to rein-
duct the variant into the everyday mode of experience. That
reality is a human construction, that !ormatcy' is a social
convention rather than a fact independent of human choice and
agency is denied, in practice, if not always in theory. Thus,
intervention operates in the service of alienation. It sup-

ports a situation in which men do not recognize or else mis-
interpret the real significance of their own powers and po-
tentials,

--

a situation which has important political and psy-
chological implications.

_Maptti Siirala (1961, p.73), a Finnish p;ychiatris*says
that many so called symptoms of schizophrenia could be an in-
herited predisposition, not of the patient, but of those
around the 'patient' to combat unusual tendencies in him
that disturb Aheir view of reality.

In Ken Kesey's book, One Flew Over the Cuckoo's Nest,
the nurse speaks to the therapy group:

'Boys, I've given a great deal of thought
to what I am about to say. I've talked
it over with the doctor and with the rest
of the staff, and, as much as we regretted
it, we all came to the same conclusion- -
that there should be some manner of pun-
ishment meted out r the unspeakable be-
havtor conceig:g th house duties three
weeks ago.t raj' d her hand and4,11,
looked arou ited this long l6
say anything, at you men would .

take it upon yourselves to apologize for
the rebel l tous way yogi` acted. But not a
one of you has shown the slightest sign
of remorse.l.

Her hand went up again to stop any inter-
ruptions that might come--the movement of
a tarot-card reader in a glass arcade case.

4,r
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'Please understand: We do not impose cer-

tain rules and restrictions on you.with-
out a great deal of thought about their
therapeutic value. A good many of you
are in here becau e you could rigt adjust
to the rules of s iety in the Putside
World, because you refuse to face up to
fhem, because you tried to circumvent
them and avoid them. At some time--per-
haps in your childhood--you may have been
allowed to get away with flouting the
rules ofosociety: When you broke a rule
you knew it. You wanted to be dealt
with, needed it, but the punishment did
not come. That foolish lenience on the
part of your parents may have been the
germ that grew into your, present illness.
I tell you this hoping you will under-
stand that it is entirely for your own
good that we enforce discipline and
order [1970, pp.187-188].'

Morton Schatzman says:

What one sees to be going on with a given
person or relationship between persons
depends not only upon what is going on -

but upon one's style of perceiving or
interpreting. There are few, if any,

/
r Noble criteria for deciding whose view
s more 'correct' in a social situation

where individual perspectives upon it
differ [1974, p190]

To continue the scene above, from One Flew Over the Cuckoo's
Neat:

She let her head twist around the room. '

Regret for the job she has to do was
worked into her face. It was quiet ex-
cept for that high .fevered, delirious
ringing in my head.
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'It's difficult to enforcedisCipline in
these surroundings. You must be able to

see that. Whatcan we do to you? You

can't be arrested. ,You can t be put on

bread and water. Yop must ee that the

staff has a problem; what can- e de,!0

"Ruckly had an idea what they could do,
but she didn't pay any attention to it
The face moved with a ticking noise till
the features achie'Ved a different look.
She finally.answered her own question.

We must take away a privilege. And
after careful consideration of the cir-
cumstances of this rebellion, we've de-
cided that there would be a certain jus-
tice in taking away the privilege of the
tub room that you men have been using for
your card games during the day. Does

this seem unfair?'

Her head didrOt move. She didn't look.
But one by one everybody else looked at
him sitting there in his corner'' Even
the old Chronics, wondering why every-
body had turned to look in one direction,
stretched out their scrawny neckt like
birOs and turned to look at McMurpy--
faces turned to him, full of a naked,

scared hope.

The single thin not to my head was like

tires speeding, dowrila:pavement.

He was sitting straight up in his chair,
one big red fingerlIcY6tching lazily at
the stitchmarks run across his nose. Hq

grinned at everybody looking at him and
took his cap by the brim and tipped it
politely, then looked back at the nurse.
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'So, if there is no discussion on this
ruling, I think the hour is almost over...'

She'paused again, took a look at him her-
self. He shrugged his shoulders and with
a loud sigh slapped both hands down on
his knees and pushed himself standing

----Gut of the chair. He stretched and
yawned and scratched the nose again and
started strolling across jihe day-room
_floor to where she sat by the Nurses'
Station, heisti g his pants with his

ethumbs as he w lked. I could see it was
too late to ep him from doing whatever
fool thin e had in mind, and I just
watched, like everybody else: He walked
with long steps, too long, and he had
his thumbs hooked in his pock s again.
The iron in his boot heels cra ked light-
ening out of the tile. He was the logger
again, the swaggering gambler, the big
redheaded brawling Irishman, th cowboy
of the TV set walking down the fiddle of

the street to meet a dare.

The Big Nurse's eyes swelled white as he
got close. She hadn't reckoned on him
doing anything. This was supposed to be
her final victory over him, supposed to
establish her rule once and for all. But
here he comes and he's big as a house!

She started er mouth and looking
for her black boys, scared to death, but
he stopped.before,he got to her. He
stopped in front of her window and he said
in his slowest, deepest drawl how he Sig-ilk
ured he could use one of the smokes he
bought this mornin', then ran his hand
through the glass.
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The glass came apart like water splashing,
and the nurse threw her hands to her ears.
He got one of the cartons of cigarettes
with his name on-it and took out a pack,
then put it back and turned to where the
Big Nurse was sitting like a chalk sta-
tue and very tenderly w t to brtshing
the slivers of glass off her hat and
shoulders.

'I'm sure sorry, ma'am,' he said. 'Gawd
but I am. That window glass s so spick
and span I com--pletely forgot it was
there.'

It took just a couple of seconds. He .

turned and left her sitting there with
her face shifting and jerking and walked
back across the day room to his chair,
lighting up a cigarette.

The ringing that was in my head had
stopped [Kesey,,,1974, pp188-190].

The rest of the book is an account of the struggl between
the nurse and this patient. In a caricature of intervention
as social insistence upon a single reality, the book ends
with the recalcitrant patient undergoing some form of brain
surgery which leaves him a vegetable, and the dominant real-
ity of the ward being restored.

The political aspects of mainline intervention. That
variance, or divergence from normalcy, is regarded as a prob-
lem is itself a symptom of the political character of the
single realist's intervention. The established political
order, in which some dominate and reap the rewards of social
cooperation while others are oppressed, presupposes the
sharing of an ethic that validates this state of affairs.
To be normal is to recognize the rightness, if not the inev-
itability; of this state of affairs. The variant, on the
other hand, refuses to participate in the symbolic universe
that undergirds the status quo. At best, he will not fulfill
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hi$ allotted function as. determined, y the 40MInant-ethiel
at worst, he may actively challenge this ethic and the state
Of affairs-:that it validates. In ShOrt,.-the-Variant person
cannot be depended upon to act in a warthat will uphold the
eXist09 Witical order, and he is therefore problematic to.
those in poWer.

In his reinterpretation of Freud's classic patient,
Daniel Paul Schreber, Morton Schatzman writes:

I venture In this study into the tradi-
tional preserve of psychiatry..0and I

'derive my data from the case of someone
whb is considered a classic mental pa-
tient. But this book is'also about poli-
tics: the,micro-politics of child-rear-
ing"and family life and their relation
to the macro-politics of laroAr human'
groups. In calling into question the
value of the mental illness model, in
its classic form---I also raise issues
pertaiRing to the politics of psychiatry
and medicine [1979, p.9].

Thesists translate the political problem of intervention
into the language of psychology, and thus ignore and deny the
political thrust'of the organized "war against variance."
Antithesists, on the other hand, attempt to make us conscious
of,our real situation by reasserting the political character
of what is viewed as a psychological problem.

Multirealists, of course, agree that many of those
judged, variant are in fact in a problematic situation, and
£ hat intervention is necessary. But this agreement with
thesists in no way upsets their conviction that the thesist
intervention, couched'in normal-abnormal psychological terms,

-serves political interests. Intervention is an attempt to
correct an organism-environment disequilibrium. This dis-
equilibrium can be resolved by changes in the organism, in
the environment, or in both. Locating 'the problem' involves
an essentially normative judgment. It is thus of telling sig--
nificance that most forms of thesist intervention locate



'the problem' in the individual. The labels used to describe
him, conveying images of,defi4iency, disability or illness,
imply that there is something wrong with him rather than with
his environment, and that he, rather than his environment,
must be changed.

Antithesists, on the other hand,-find it hardly'a coin-
cidence that "treated schizophrenia is concentrated in the
lowest socio-economic strata in large urban centers in the
United States (Szas,.1971, ,p.99]." The prevalence of
'mental illness' among these groUps is more plausibly ex-'
piained as a symptom of their oppression. The difficulties
of clients stem from their participation in a social universe
that systematically denies them self-respect and the primary
goods that people need in order to realize themselves. More
often than not the problems are an expression of vixtimiza-
lion or of stubborn refusal to be victimized by an opplresiv'e
society.

Successful thesist intervention serves to validate the
status quo. The variant person is reinducted into the estab-
lished version of social reality and learns to accept his
location in the social order with greater ease. The by-
product of his newfound 'self acceptance' is that the'opres-
sive social order is left intact. Thus, thesist interventions
towards such minorities as Blacks, homosexuals, women and
children who persist in being ideviant'' serves to .vali.date
their oppressive situation. Potential threats to the exist-
ting distributions of power, freedom, and wealth are nipped
in the bud. Potentially subversive political energies are
dealt their death blows every day by the mental health estab-
lishment, which interprcts these energies as 'sickness' and
then goes on to treat, them, often against the will of the
victim.

.Schctzman's account in Soul irder (1973) is an analysis
of two books. His document is a reanalysis of one of the most
famous patients in psychiatric literature: It is about Daniel
Paul Schreber, a well-known German judge who went 'mad' at 50
and, in the social sense, was never fully sane again4 The two
books the author examines are the pedagogic teachings of the
father, Moritz Schreber, and the book written by the son,
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c Daniel Paul, after he was hospitalized, to present his own
1 case and his own reality against that of his famous psychi-
atric interveners.

The father was a revered Nineteenth Century German au-
thority on child raising. His techniques of rigid discipline
involving a regimen of cold baths, straps and harnesses, and
extreme suppression of natural instincts are seen by Schatz-
man and many reviewers of the book Soul Murder, as a fore-
runner of Nazi ideology.

Freud, himself, in analyzing Daniel Schreber's illness,
did not once refer to the harsh, violent, child rearing
theories of the elder Schreber. The society of Germany of
that era and the psychiatrists functioning in that society,
did not see these extrege, persecutory theories of Dr.
Schreber, the fatherr as insane.

Schatzman says Oat modern day psychiatric practices
mirror the single dimenstonpi views of psych-tarry, whtch, -fin
turn, have the same single-minded view of reality as the
larger society. Schatzman says that we could better under-
stand Schreber's existential reality if we saw his seemingly
inexplicable behavior as the counterpart of his father's
teachings, and hence, that we might adopt another view of his
reality. Instead of couching his experiences in the political
language of psychiatry, we might borrow the views of other
cultures.

ScWatzman says:

SomeSome of Schreber's experience in his mad-
ess, resembles reported experiences of

s mans or medicine men, i.e., special-
ists in ecstasy and the sacred in 'archa-
ic' cultures....Like them he is 'chosen'
by supernatural powers, and the sacred
manifests itself through his sharpened
senses. He learns the names and func-
tions of souls and higher beings, the
language of birds, and a secret language
--in his case, the 'basic language
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(Ornrikpriache)' of God. He experiences
visions and trances and sees, hears, and
feels events hidden from other men [1573,
p.5].

In esense, our common forms of remediation have at
their heart a principle of depersonalization. One of the
participants snot appreciated or acknowledged as the human
-subject that e. is. Behaviorists accomplish this depersonal-
ization brinattention to personhood, by focusing instead on
behaviorai_symptoms to be eliminated and new patterns of be-
havior to be reinforced. The pattern of experience associ'
ated with these behaviors and which gives themtheir signifi-
cance is of no concern to the-behavior modifier, and he may
in fect.deny the existence of experiential patterns and con-
sciousness as distinct from behaviors. Chemotherapy similar-
ly is unconcerned with human subjectivity, treating the human
person as an organism hose behavior can be regulated through
appropriate chemical i puts. The various forms of psycho-
dynamic theory recog, ze human subjectivity and experience as
a fact., yet they sy, emetically invalidate the subjectivity
of the client. viewed as an example of some category
of sickness, so that what he says and does can in no way be
taken as a challenge to the intervener's mode of being and
experience. Nothing that the recipient does, need be taken
'personally,' for after all the patient is sick, can't con-
trol what he does; his reality is identified with unreality,
and his assaults on the therapist's or educator's reality are
themselves an indication of his sickness. 'Acting out,'
'defenses,' 'projection,' and 'transference' a06 a few of the
concepts-which enable the therapist to negate the immediate
personality that is confronting him.

Forantithesists, intervention should be an encounter
between two or more people, directed toward realization of
full personhood. it may involve development, recovery, or
merely appreciation of one's unique potential. _Each of us
has his unique constellation of capacities, longings and
needs; each of us has potentials for experience and growth
that strive*for expression.
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Thus, the goal of intervention differs from child to
child or person to person, and depends entirely on the situ-
ation of the person. Intervention does not aim at restoring
children to normalcy. It is implicit in this view that
'normal children' and 'normal people' as much as those we re-
gard as variant,- may be in need of intervention the 'target
population' of the antithesist may include those typically
regarded as healthy. Indeed, the society as a whole may be
regarded as the target of reeducation and consciousness-
raising, to the extent that it is organized around principles
that encourage alienation through the imposition of a single
structure of, being on everyone.

Intervention is thus not concerned with the elimination
of human variance. It is concerned with helping people to
recover themselves, to affirm themselves, and to be them-ex-

istence.

become the fully active subjects of their own
What stands in the way, either internally or exter

nally in the environment, must be dissolved., The acquired
longing to be normal and the ideal of the normal man are
among such impediments, and it is for this reason that the
'normal man' has come in for so much antithesist criticism.
The multirealist's world is not a world of normal-variant
dualism. His real interest in a search for caring is to
join others in the venture. The variant-normal continuum'is
not intrinsically relevant to this aim.

Antithesist interveners thus do not face their clients
as agents of the dominant social order. They are not there

'Ito affirm the ultimacy of this order and to insist on univer-
sal accomodation. From their vantage point, it is not the
individual's variant structure of experience that is unaccep-
table, but the ongoing massive attempt to impose a single
structure on everyone, and to,severely penalize those who
'fail' to make it fully their own. Indeed, if the goal of
intervention is to establish and consolidate one another's
structure of eXperience, effective intervention may sometimes
take the form of mutual reassurance that variance is not per-
verse and that it only seems so because of the hostility` of

the outside world. The intervener's role may be to help dis-
cover ways of ignoring or transforming the hostile environ-
ment, or of affirming the self in spite of it. Thus, encounter



groups for homosexuals and Homophile Leagues exemplify ef-
forts to provide variants with support and mutual validation
in their attempts to live in the manner that they have chosen.

Any form of intervention that in any way reduces a child,
or any human subject to an object, that through its attention
or inattention does psychic violence to the individual, is
not only wrong, but perverse. The whole thrust'of the anti-
thesist position, the spirit that underlies its protests and
its new dn-ections, draws its strength from the perception
that we have buried humanity in our midst and try to deny it
daily. The reification of human powers has proceeded far
enough; the dehumanization and alienation of man have pro-
ceeded far enough. As individuals, as partners in inter- .

actron, and as a society, we'must recover our identities as
human beings.,Thte, from antithesist point of view, is
the aim

t
of' kftervention, a it is also its method.

ven w en n erve ion fails to its end, the
pseudomedical label attached to variants serves as well as
the walls of ati institution to segregate them from those who
might otherwise give their ideas a hearing. As Halleck has
observed: ,

*

Wht the authorities really forbid is
the subject's efforts at self-determina-
tiop; what they fear mast* a narrowing
of the gap between ruler anlI ruled. How
this gap is Meas4red--whether in theolog-
ical, economic, political, racial, sexual,
or psychiatric terms --is not especially
important. Revolt against 9utilority was,
and remains to this dad, the original
sin, the classic crime, of the individu
[1871, p.118].

The political uses of 'illness' by a society guarding
against self-determination are dramatically portrayed in
Ghandi's (1957) account of his second visit to South Africa.
In his previous stay he had made concrete inroads on discri-
minatory laws and practices directed toward political, eco-
nomic and social' subjugation of Indians in South Africa by
the white population. He describes the attempt to prevent
his reentry in this way:
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As there had been plague in Bombay when
we set sail, we feared that we might
have to go through a brief quarantine.
Before the examination every ship has to
fly a yellow flag, which is lowered only
when the doctor has certified her to be
healthy; Relatives and friends of the
passengers Are allowed to come on board
only after he yellow flag has been
lowered.

Accordingly our ship was flyihg the yel-
low flag, when the doctor came and exam-.
ined us. He ordered a five days' quar-
antine because, in his opinion, plague
germSlook twenty-three days at the most
to develop: Our ship was therefore or-
dered to be put in quarantine until the
twenty-third day of our sailing from
Bombay. But this quarantine order had
more than health reasons'behind it.

The white residents of Durban had been
agitating for our repatriation, and the
agitation was one of the reasons for the
order.

Thus Durban had become the scene of an
unequal duel. On one side there was a
handful of poor Indians and a few of
their English friendk, and on the other
were ranged the white men, strong in
arms, in numbers, in education and in
wealth. They had also the backing of
the State, for the Natal Government
openly helped them. Mr. Harry Escombe,
who was the most influential of the memr
bers'of the Cabinet, openly took part in
their meetings.

The real object of the quarantine was
thus to coerce the passengers into
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returning to India by somehow intimidat-
ing them or the Agent Company. For now
threats began to be addressed to us also:
'If you do not go back, you will surely
be pushed into the sea. But if you con -
sent to return, you may even get your
passage money back.' I constantly moved
amongst my fellow-passengers cheering
them up. I also sent messages of com-
fort to the passengers of the SS Naderi.
All orthem kept calm and courageous
[1957, pp.188-189].

Antithesists refuse to utilize intervention as a' means
of preserving,an oppressive and dehumanizing social situa-
tion. Whereas traditional forms of intervention encourage
the client to accept and affirm the ethic that validates the
existing, social system, antithesists help their clients to
detect oppressiveness and to resist it. Intervention thus
functions in the service of political self-consciousness
rather than of mystification and oppression.

In addition, within the antithesis, there.are many in-
terveners who would not be considered such by thesists, be-
cause their interventions aim at transforming large-scale
social systems rather than individual or microgroups. These
include political radicals, community organizers, the leaders
of the various liberation movements, etc. All of thdm are
operating to change a social system that refuses to some of
its members the opportunity'for a good life and attempts to
keep them unaware of the injustice thus perpetrated.

Morton Schatzman reports on the overt collusion between
psychiatry and the state in Russia:

Upbringing in Russia does not succeed
with everyone. Soviet psychiatrists
today treat as ill certain adults who
lack 'a conscious desire to acknowledge'
the 'experience and wisdom' of the Rus-
sian rulers. The psychiatrists consider
what they call reformist ideas a symptom
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of mental illness. They see m people

with such a 'symptom' as parano i.e.,

as imagining they are persecuted when
they. really are not, and treat them ac-

cordingly. The psychiatrists' behavior
could induce or aggravate feelings of
persecution in their so-called paranoid
patients. if the 'patients' see as per-

, secution what the psychiatrists see as
therapy, and if the psychiatrists see
the 'patients" view as prgving they
need therapy, a very vicious spiral is

on. We in the West see those psychia-
trists as petty bureaucrats acting as if
on behalf of an invisible Ministry of

Social Adjustment. Probably many of the
psychiatrists do not see their behavior
as persecution, although not all may be

naive [1973, p.148].

Since professional care givers serve as instruments of
the existing social order, it is not surprising that they

respond aggressively to the assault of antithesists--often
by attempting to invalidate them as 'responsible spokesmen,'

'in the same way that they invalidate the experienced reali-

ties of their clients. It should be recognized that accred-4
ited caretakers, particularly in the child field, also have

a personal interest, as a class, in turning aside antithesist

criticisms. For the caretakers are parasitic on variance:
their livelihood, social status, and prestige depend on an

ethic that legitimizes current attitudes toward variance and

their own role in the caretaking process. This may account

for their strong resistance to the introduction of parapro-
fessionals into the educational and mental health fields.

The social psychological function of intervention.
From the standpoint of social psychology, intervention is

necessitated by the fact that the variant person expresses
longings and impulses which are seen as unacceptable. These

longings and drives are experienced as the 'not me;' to ac-

knowledge their existence in us would be to concede that

there is sgmething wrong with us. At the same time, the
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cost of suppressing these impulses is very high; at some
level, we experience the need to express them, and we.know
that the 'not me' is in 'me.' Thus, the variant person is
feared, because he represents the feared side of ourselves
that threatens to break througI the deadly but secure conti-
nuity of everyday socialized experience. He arouses the
temptation to act. similarly. He must be transformed or, in
any case, isolated, because he threatens the foundations of
social life as we know it. The point was made long ago by
rreud in his study of archaic man.

Anyone who has violate a taboo becomes
taboo himself, because he possesses the
dangerous quality of tempting others to
follow his example: why should he be
allowed to do what' is forbidden to oth-
ers? Thus he is truly contagious in that

ery example encouragns imitation, and
for that reason he must be shunned...We
shall see that the danger is a real one.
It lies in the risk of imitVion, whfch
would quickly lead to the dissolution
of the community. If therviolation were
not dvenged'by the other members they
would become aware that they wanted to
act in the same way as the transgressor
[1950, pp.22-23].

To the extent that social order is identified with this
social order, multirealists would agree that the licensing
of varijce by the society might indeed be a threat; however,
as we have observed, the antithesist does not share with the
thesist the myth that a chaotic torrent of destruction, blind
and uncontrollable, rests beneath the threshhold of social-
ized existence. Nonetheless,\the myth is operative; people
and whole societies act out of regard to it. As Rhodes has
observed, in this respect, men are very much like the lower
animals.

The critics see the act of intervention
as a hostile act...And, in many ways, it
may be. If we see the natural collective
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in action, we see many of the same actions
and behaviors as we observe in our insti-
tional care given today. A strange bee,
entering a beehive is attacked and ex-
truded because he is different. A fish
whose swimming behavior departs even
slightly from the school is swiftly aban-
doned by the school and attacked by other
predator fish...Behavi'oral ethologists
say that this is the attempt of the herd,
the hive, the colony, the school to pr
tect itself and ensure its own continui

[1972, PP58-59].

On the other hand, the periodic appearances of those who
do act out the unacceptable in ourselves is also necessary to
the ongoing stability of existing (social and, psychological)
-humanarTangedents. for-through such-an- Vndividual, we can
vicariously express our own unacceptable longings, and at
the same time, reaffirm our disavowal that they are our own
longings. Moreover, by intervening in his life--by extruding
or transforming him--this evil in our midst can'be ritually
purged and destroyed thus reaffirming the purity of our own
existence. .Thus, at its deeper levels, our dealings with
the_priant are dealings with ourselves. As Rhodes has said:
---,

,

The critics see in sharp relief that
facet of the succorance-.aggression dimen-
sion which man feels toward his'fellow
man, and then discharges upon a proxy, a
hostage of the collective. The hostage
becomes a receptacle upon whom they un=
burden their ills, their pain, their
fear. And they do this in the name of
love; because the love is also there.
Love for the sufferer. Love for the tor-
mented one who takes upon himself their
torment; actually, love for their tor-
mented selves.

In most of its institutional forms, care
giving is a parody on love. It frequently
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encompasses the aggression, theefear,
the desire to purge oneself of the dif-
ference that might separate one frpm the
collective. to order to maintain unity,
the collective frequently gives a spe-
cial name to the one singled out as dif-
ferent. This one is called disabled, or
deviant, br alien. At the very moment
he is labeled, the rest of the group suf-
fer, and they yearn to take the name away
from him, to make him conform to their
ideal--perfect, without blemish, without
differences. At the moment, they know
his pain and try to give it back to him
and rid themselves of it. But they are
feeling with him and seeing themselves
on the other side, his side, the side
that is separated from the masses [1972,
pp.56-571.

,Thus, although society does require the exclusion of
those who threaten the existing order, it equally requires
their periodic appearance. The need for periodic purges is
so strong that, as Rhodes pats it, were there not variants
we would create them, in order, of course, to destroy them.

The multirealists affirm, however, that what cries out
for expression is not dark and evil chaos, but our own sub-
jectivity, our` own repressed longings to realize a constel-
lation of potentialities which we have learned to disavow.
Our characterization of these potentialities as evil 'not
me's' is a repudiation of our own subjectivity, of our unique
personhood, and is thus a feature of our alienation from our-
selves. The problem of variance, in the antithesist view is
the problem of being human, of self acceptance, self appreci-
ation, and self-realization

Ron was a handsome, bright, extremely personable young
Ph.D. psychology student. He came for counseling, he said
because of anxiety occasioned by beginning in a new univer-
sity. At his first visit he seemed uncertain about coming,
evasive, ashamed of asking for help, furtively glancing out
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in the hallway to be sure no fellow students might be lurk-
ing around to see him there. .Yet he seemed self-assured and
in command of himself.

Counseling uncovered a striking incompatibility ween
his exterior, preferred role and an interior, rejecte If.

Externally he was a highly controlled, successfully competi-
tive, data-oriented, insensitive, objective, hard-headed sci-
entist. He was uncompromising and cold sexually, furiously
and repeatedly le%turing and castigating his wife for her
sexual experiences before their marriage. He refused to re-
spond to affection bfferedlrom either male or female.

VY,4

But something had happened tO hi si three years before.
He was an experimental subject in an'barly psychiatric ex-
periment with I.50. tinder the influence of the drug, his hard,
metallic mold had cracked and he had caught glimpses of him-
self that contradicted his own perception of himself. He

behaved in ways that were totally strange to himself and to
others. There were talents he hadn't known existed, experi-
ences he had never known he experiericed, awareness of aspects
of the world that had never been there for him before.

He withdrew into himself rid turned Paranoid, hiding
from the world this new tenderhess and gentleness. He could
stare for hours at the beauty of the curve of his shoe, or"
at the crescent sweep of his shirt front. He discovered
color and form, suddenly saw and responded to art around him.
He became alive to music and sound for the first time in his
life.

He was very secretive about this new inner self. Hp be-
came aware of warm feelings of tenderness toward men and wo-
men, and after 28 years, even discovered strong sexual re-
sponses to some of the men which he had never known in him-
self before. He was horrified and frightened of his feelings
toward men, not able to deny them, but determined to hide
them from those who stimulated them. He found himself aware
of how other people were feeling, of the subliminal messages
they gave out which he had never picked up before. He did

not want this new-found capacity. *.

fl
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Even while drugged, he was aware of this discrepant per-
son escaping from the crack in his shell, and fought very
hard to push it back down. For three years he had succeeded;
but the move to the new university, the uncertainty of his
capacities in his new environment opened the fissure again
and he was fighting hard to keep his inner self from emerg-
ing.

He Had adleually come for counseling, it developed, to
get help in rejectingcthe discrepancies with.his chosen per-
sonality which were pushing out again. All through the
counseling process he fought to deny,the soft, sensitive,
gentle, perceptive, artistic part of himself, particularly
that part which had insight into himself and others. He re-
fused' to abandon the hard, surface exterior, the objective,'
distanced scientist. He refUsed what he considered his x
neuroses, his strong feelings, He, plastered over his sur-
faces. He gained and held control. He exchanged the por-
celain figure for the man underneath.

o

Years later, a successful, hard-headed, competitive
scientist, he was still holding his finger in the dyke,
occasionally threatened by things he did not want to know,
but successfully fending them off. That was the way he
wanted it. That was the way society wanted it. To his col-
leagues and his friends and associates he was well - adjusted
and successful. He was able to carry it off because he had
sufficient operational defenses against his own being to
hold it dormant'.

The labeling process. 'The observation has been made
that our response to human variance is identical to our re-
sponse to contagious diseases: isolation and segregation.
Isolation sometimes takes the form of institutionalization
or location !r. "special education classrooms." There is,
however, anotherform of isolation which is more insidious
because it seems so very innocent--namely, the labeling pro-
cess. In fact, the labeling of variant persons, particularly
children, involves precisely the same consequences as dqes
institutionalization: 1) the victim's identity as a res-
ponsible human agent, and thus as a person, is invalidated;
2) the variant behavior is supported and reinforced; and
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3) escape from the unwanted situation (the institution, the
label) depends on arbitrary circumstances and often cannot
be accomplished= -no matter how the victjm in fact changes.

The label affixed to the variant individual has the
function of alerting other individuals (neighbors, thera-
pists, potential employers, etc.) that its bearer's person-
hood is in question, that he should be kept tit a distance,
or treated sympaihetically or patronizingly, but must in no
cases be treated as an equal. As Halleck suggests:

Once. an individual is designated a schizo-
phrenic he becomes a pariah*: -he is ap-'
proached with a mixture of awe, distrust,
and sometimes fear by both the doctor
and the general public. Employment, par-
ticularly in sensjtive or important jobs,
may be denied to him. The patient's

.pride and self-confidence are often shat-
tered; he may view himself as afflicted
with a disease which makes him incapable
of controlling his most undesirable im-
pulses. The very word ischLiophrenial
strikes fear into the heart of many
people. I have seen patients who are
severely depressed, suicidal, and living
in severe states of mental agony, but
who seemed to find a perverse kind of
reassurance when I told them that they
were not schizophrenic [1971, p.119].

Thus, with the acquisition of a label, thecarrier be-
comes different from and inferior to the rest of us. To ac-

quire a label is to acquire a destiny. The victim's identity
as disturbed or delinquent comes to take precedence over
other identities that belong to him or any self-identity that
he might entertain; reactions to him and perceptions of him,
are mediated by the awareness that there is something seri-
ously wrong with him.

To the extent that self-respect and self-worth depend
on the attitudes of Others, the labeled person, particularly
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if a child, will think very little of himself.\ A person who
is constantly informed that he is bizarre, and who has no
sources of self-validating feedback, will soon come to ex-
perience himself as bizarre. Thus,-the labeling process has
a prophetic character. If you treat a child as though he
were less than human, he will cease to act as a human being;
he will submit to his ascribed identity. The importance
of and the ways in which expectations create realities are
discuised by Rosenthal, in Pygmalion iTi-T7W-Ciassroom
(1968), where he corqiders the role of teacher expectations
p determining pupil' performance, and by Goffman in his anal-
Ais of mental hospitals in.Asylums (1961).

The consequences of the labeling process being so se-
vere, it is imperative that one consider its intended Ode-
alized) function to see whether there is any justification
for its.employment. Presumably,"the utility of labeling
systems re ht in their efficiency. A label is said to summar-
ize a great deal of observational material, as well as to
communicate the way in which it can most meaningfully be or-
ganized. It therefore serves to communicate what kinds of
patterns of conduct may be expected from an individual, and,
to the extenThat'the label makes reference to a theoretical
model, what i \,wrong with him.,

However, mental health labels tend/not to fulfill this
purported function, because there are no clearly delineated
criteria for applying a label to a given individual. The
label does not indicate a particular mode of conduct that is
readily identifiable, nor does it allow one to predict be-
havior under certain 4ircumstances, nor, finally, is it cor-
Lrelated with a method 9f attack on the part of a clinician.
Frequently clinicians 411 be unable to agree on the diagno-
sis of a given client or student; furthermore, they will not
necessarily mean the same thing if they, apply the same label
to the,person.

What makes the situation so shocking is that an arbi-
trary label, once acquired, tends to stick, irrespeclive of
the victim's behavior. Among the interesting experimental
situations devised to test this principle was one in which a
number of people generally considered 'normal ' were asked by
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an experimenter to fe'gn certain symptoms in order to be ad-
mitted into a psychiatric hospital (Rosenthal, 1968). The
subjects were instructed that, on admission, they were to
drop the feigned symptoms, and to declare the truth: namely,
that they were not at all sick and did not belong there. In

all cases, the hospital staff refused to accept such protes-
tations;, the subjects were simply not believed, and it took
14Cto two weeks for their release to be effected. Moreover,
during this period, staff notes and subjects' interactions
with staff reveal that the staff quickly discovered behaviors
among the subjects which justified their presence in a psy-
chiatric hospital. Even protestations that they did not be-
long in the hospital, that they were normal, were treated as
symptoms, rather than as hypotheses to be explored.

Studies of this kind underline the importance of expec-
tations and preconceptions in the appraisal-of another person's
conduct. If one expects to find something wrong, if one is
led to believe that a person is in fact severely. disturbed,
this expectation will condition one's interactions with and
perceptions of the person; in the end, the person's behavior
is interpreted as a manifestation of his 'problem.' Were
there clear-cut criteria for the application and remoAal of
a label--criteria which anyone could point to in supOort of
a judgement--the situation might be different. But as there
are no such criteria, the victim of this process enters into
a Kafkaesque world in which arbitrariness reigns supreme.
With the acquisition of the label, the victim faces the pro-
spect of never being able to shake loose of it. If he acts
'normal,' he may be shamming or 'malingering,' he may be de-
fending against his problem, he may be in 'remission.' The

labeled person enters a closed system from which there is no
escape--since literally anything he might do only goes to
show that in fact h4 deserves to be in this closed system.
For this reason, and others implicit in the preceding discus-
sions, multirealists refuse to be party to the labeling pro-
cess, and insist on confronting each individual as an auton-
omous being, who must be met face to face, being to being.
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III. COUNTERINSTITUT IONS.

The far-reaching criticisms of the theory and interven-
tion patterns of the dominant systems have already had prac-
tical consequences. By the late 1960's, new alternative in-
stitutions began to appear. They are a direct outgrowth of
the counterculture's concerns. For awhile, these efforts,
generally quiet and undramatic, attracted little public at-
tention. Then, they were discovered by the mass, media;
briefly, the glossy magazines and television documentaries
flared with images of 'hippie schools,' communes, and clinics
for 'freaks.' The mass media soon lost interest, and these
counterstructures disappeared from the mainstream conscious-
ness. But the structures themselves have not disappeared.
Some, of course, have failed; many have survived, and the
movement has taken root and grown.

In light of the movement's professed goals to deinstitu-
tionalize society, it may seem paradoxical to speak of "emer-
gent counterinstitutions." Yet, as Mbore notes, "the phrase
suggests the emergence of viable forms of caring, unconnected
to the ideology or finances of the larger culture fin Rhodes
and Head, 1974, p.3]." It points to the :yA/reness that "A
strong alternative community would requir social structures
to anchor it against fluctuation fin Rhodes and Head, 1974,

P.3]."

Counterinstitutions, as we shall see, are based on two
somewhat varying views of their role. One view, perhaps best
represented by the communards, seeks total divorce from domi-
nant American society. They consider the society to be ir-
reparably destructive, inhuman, and mad, incapable of being
meaningfully reformed or changed. The only solution is to
build a new society. /Everything will have to be created
anew. For others, counterinstitutions represent the effort
to reform, or change from within, the larger society. Thus,

a free school may be set up, but its founders intend the
children to live and grow up in the dominant society, a
society they hope will become more responsive to human needs.
These two strands sometimes overlap. But the precise goal
of counterinstitutions has often been a bone of contention
among counterculturalists, and it is important to keep these
distinctions in mind in the descriptions that follow.
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Free Clinics and 4adical Health Care
The American system of health and medical care, multi-

realists believe, is grossly antihuman, profit oriented, and
services are distributed unevenly according to wealth and
class status. L. Tushnet (1971), in a book entitled The
Medicine Men: The Myth of Quality Medical Care in America
Today, observed that although the United States is by far the
richest country in the world, its health care system is in a

dismal condition. And the problem is not simply one of fund-
ing or finances. Tushnet noted that nonfederal support of
medical research increased ten times since the end of World
War H. The total consumer spending on health care soared
from $19.1 billion in 1960 to $31.3 billion in 1966 to $42.6
billion in 1969. Yet, the general level of health in our
society has increased minimally, if at all.

The number of deaths due to can er and heart disease
rises each year. Previously rare dis..ses have begun to
afflict the poor and elderly in wideni numbers. Some sta-
tistics are revealing: Tushnet (1971) ted that the life

,
expectancy at birth for males was 6.6.6 ye 1959; in
1970 it had increased negligably to 67.0.yea ° During
those eleven years, the United States dropped from 13th to
22nd on the world list. For females, the United States ranks
7th. A man of forty can expect to live only about four years .

longer than did his counterpart in 1900. The death rate per
100,000 persons (from disease only) rose from 83.7 in 1963
to 85.8 in 1965. As for the infant mortality rate, the
United States ranks fourteenth in the world; in inner cities
and impoverished rural areas, the ihfant mortality rate is
comparable to that in technologically primitive Latin American
and Asian nations.

But the crisis in American health care, the new anti-
thesists believe, is not merely a problem of delivery of ser-
vices to hard-to-reach rural areas, or of finding medical per-
sonnel willing to work in decaying urban centers. For the

middle class, matters are not much better. Hospital costs and

costs of programs such as'Blue Cross and Blue Shield continue
to rise phenomenally from year to year. Even for those who
can afford extended hospitalization, impersonal and bureau-
cratic conditions within such institutions make manyof them
places of dread.
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In the late 1960's, with the flowering of countercul-
tural activities and protest thrusts, a radical health move-
ment began to take root. One of the leading groups that
emerged in this movement is the Health Policy Advisory Center
(Health-PAC), which serves as an educational clearinghouse
and political-social action organization in the field of rad-
ical health care in the society. Sponsored by Health-PAC,
Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich prepared an in-depth analysis of
what they called "the American health empire." They com-
mented in their introduction:

Every day three million Americans go out
in search of medIca) care. Some find it;
others do not. Some are helped by it;
others are not. Another twenty million
Americans probably ought to enter the
daily search for medical help, but are
not healthy enough, rich enough, or
enterprising enough. Health care is
scarce and expensive to begin with. It

is dangerously fragmented, and usually
offered in an atmosphere of mystery and
unaccountability. For many, it is ob-
tained only at the price of humiliation,
dependence, or bodily insult [1970, p.4].

The dominant system of health care delivery', multi-
realists contend, is an affront to human dignity on several
grounds: it is culturally biased and institutionally racist
and sexist. There is nwcoherent, humane pattern of organi-
zation and community concern. Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich
tersely observed:

Most People who have set out to look for
medical care eventually have to conclude
that there is no American medical system- -
at least there is no systematic way in
America of getting help when you need it,
without being financially ruined, humili-
ated, or injured in the process. What
system there is--the three hundred thou-

.

sand doctors, seven thousand hospitals
and supporting insurance plans--was
clearly not designed to deal with the
sick [1970i p.17].
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In response to these abuses, some multirealists have begun
to experiment with alternative systems of health and medical
care. Popularly known as 'free clinics,' these have at-
tempted, with mixed success, to meet the crisis of American
health care with humane, personalized, and locally-oriented
and controlled activity. In an analysis of the free clinic
movement, Bloomfield and Levy defined the essence of the
philosophy of these counterinstitutions:

All free clinics have, with varying clar-
ity, focused on a vision of good health
care which they try to represent in their
activities. (1) Health care is aright
and should be free at the point of deliv-
ery. (2) Health services should be corn-

y prehensive, unfragmented and decentral-
ized. (3) Medicine should be demystified;
when possible patients should be permit-
ted to choose among alternative methods
of treatment based upon their needs.
(4) Health care should be deprofessional-
ized; Health care should be delivered in
a courteous and educational manner.
Health care skills should be transferred
to worker and patient alike, and they
should be permitted to practice and
share these skills. (5) Community worker
control of health institutions should be
gbverned by_the people who use and work
in them [1972, p.35].

Traditional health care establishments are frequently
accused of mystification; that is, patients are almost always
prevented from knowing, clearly and unequivocably, why the
doctor and/or pharmacist is taking a particular course of
action. Diseases and drugs are called by obscure Latin or
technical scientific names. The patient is reduced to an
insurance number in hospitals and medical centers. He is

shuttled from one specialist to another without regard to
his status as an individual human being, capable of not only
understanding the process of cure, but of taking an active
part in it. In free clinics, doctors step down from their
pedestals, so as to participate.in a mutually satisfying
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caring relationship. The antithesis view says that health
system personnel are themselves depersonalized by these
large, bureaucratic systems, and that given alternatives,
many of such personnel would gladly move into mare fulfilling
forms of caring for the weak and infirm.

These antithesists in the medical field believe that
the human being has its own natural healing forces. Just as
there is within each child and adult an innate tendency to
learn and explore one's world, each person has within him
powerful energies for physical health. Dominant medical
systems, allied as they are with the major drug companies,
underplay the possibilities for individual self-healing. In

contrast, the countertrend in medicine is to prescribe the
minimum of drugs. Mere is an increasing interest among
some health personnel in natural healing, involving the use
of herbs and organic foods, body awareness, massage, and
Eastern forms of physical conditioning, such as Yoga. There
is, at the root of such approaches to health, the belief
that the natural state of the human being is not illness,_ °

tension, or disease. It is felt that the ever increasing .

health problems in our society are not individual disorders
primarily, but manifestations of the destructiveness of our
social-physical environment.

In daily practice, free clinics handle mainly minor or
easily treatable health problems such as pregnancy and vene-

A real disease testing, colds, abrasions, and minor infections.
'Beyond this, they serve as informal referral centers, and

al-. fulfill Other caring functions. Day child care is provided
by some clinics; others provide legal and housing assistance.
CounselEhg programs usually emphasize group rap sessions,
often focusing on drug addiction problems.

In their organizationL1 structure, free clinics aim for
decentralization and local community control. They usually
employ a small staff of perhaps four or five full-time workers,
relying on volunteer support for the rest of their services.
Staff members are chronically overworked, and Bloomfield and
Levy noted that, "Every clinic is confronfeU by more patients
than it can handle [1972, p.37]." A democratic central com-
mittee guides policy decisions, and usually is composed of
workers and community members. Financially, free clinics,
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like free schools and nearly all counterinsti,tutional groups,
are quite poor. The average budget of about $30,000 per year
is derived largely from.small contributions and fund raising
events. Some free clinics rely on public agencies, Medicaid
and medical institutions for support. Although they seek
autonomy from the dominant health care systems, through lack
of funding and manpower, they are, to varying degrees, still
somuahat dependent on hospitals, drug companies, and govern-
mental health departments for assistance.

It is this dependency, however unwilling, that has led
An some quariers to more outright confrontations with the
dominant health care system. Many activists within the radi-
cal health movement have urged that free clinics address,them-
selves to more immediate political concerns, such as legal
and extra-legal efforts to make public hospitals more respon-
sive to the poor and to minority group members. It is fur-
ther argued by some antithesLsts that free clinics serve'an
unconscious pro-establishment role in taking pressures off
the public health bureaucracies. In keeping with this be-
lief, groups such as the Puerto Rican Young Lords in New
York City have taken to institutional confrontation rather
than initiating their own clinics. In Chicago, several free
clinics have supported sit-ins in local hospitals and medi-
cal centers, in order to achieve more equitable minority ad-
missions in personnel recruitment, and to improve service at
yegular outpatient clinics.

The future of the free clinics is, like other attempts.
At counterinstitutions, uncertain. The large medical cen-
ters seem to be willing to absorb them, as slightly more Bo-
hemian, but ultimately nonrevolutionary, forms cdt standard
health care. That is, dominant systems appear interested in
converting free clinics to their own framework. Whether
this will succeed or not is a question which depends at
least partly on the goals of free clinics themselves. If,

as in the case of the minority group efforts described above,
members seek to radically transform the prevailing health
system, then conciliation is less likely, as is a gradual
absorption into establishment ranks. Increasing dissatisfac-
tion among the general public with the quality and cost of
dominant health care may lead to greater support for the more
personal and demystified care given by the free clinics.
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Otherwise, ,many antithesists argue, direct confrontation may
be the only means for dismantling the "American health empire."

Alternative Schools in a Pluralistic Society
Public school is considered by multirealists to be a

highly destructive social institution. They argue that the
school is a primary instrument of socialization, serving to
inculcate in children the values of a one-dimensional soci-
ety. These values and behavioral ideals, greatly inhibit the
potential for self-growth in each child. Children are
taught to be submissive and fearful of deviation. Each child
is taught to conform to a uniform set of rules that permit a

minimum of individuality or self-expreision. THus, Jules
Henry (1963, p.292) writes that:

School metamorphoses the child, giving
it the kind of Self the school can man-
age, and then proceeds to minister to
the Self it haS made.

Peter Marin (1969, p.65) similarly echoes an antithesis view
of what public schools do to children:

They.manipUlate'them through the repres-
sion of energies; they isolate them and
close off most parts of the community;
they categorically refuse to make use
of the individual's private experience.
The direction df all these tendencies
is toward a cultural Alzophrenia in
which the student is forced to choose
between his own relation to reality or
the one demanded by the institution.
The schools are organized to weaken the
student so that he is forced, in the
absence of his own energies, to accept
the values and demands of the institu-
tion. To this end we deprive the stu-
dent of mobility and experience; through
law and custom we make the only legal
place for him the school, and then, to
make sure he remains dependent, manipu-
lable, we empty the school of all vivid
life.
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The process by which children become alienated from
their true, inner selvest is not considered unique to the

public schools. Throughout adult life, we are taught to

- Suppress our own feelings and beliefs, and to:submit to the

dictates of the more powerful segments of the society. In p

very real sense, public schools do prepare young people to

function as 'normal' merilbers of the dominant society. But

this role is-pretiSely.what multirealists reject. If the

society's dominant norms and values are repressi e and,de-
structive, then any-institution which perpetuat 'these

qualities is detrimental to human beings. And he schools,

with their major control over the lives of chi ren,,are

seen as. mong the most important forces in the society.

Antithesists often distinguish between schooling and

education. Countertheorists such as Paul Goodman (1962),
Ivan IllicH (1971), Everett Reimer (in Rhodes and Tracy,
1972) and others have argued that the 90 terms are not at

all synonymous. In fact, in our society, they tend to be

contradictory. Reimer. comments:

I do not regard schools as truly educa-
tional' but, more nearly, as an nstitu-
tional perversion of education. In my

opinion, schools not only prevent true
education from occurring, they actually.
mis-educate: They teach not what is.rel-
event and true but what is irrelevant
and untrue to the interests of their
students...I define education as the
conscious use of resources to increase
people's awareness of the relevant facts
of their lives...the present functions
of schools...are to shape the young to
the requirements of a social system
which cannot, itself, bear critical ap-
praisal [in Rhodes and Tracy, 1972,
pp.484-487].

Education is viewed from the antithesis perspective as

a process of individual self discovery and self direction.

One can help 'nurture the child's natural energies.of imagina-

tion and creativity, but instead public schools impose a
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particular view of the world, an ideology, upon the child.
This 'stepping-in' to the childs' phenomenological world has
little to do with-learning, or with developing the child's
abilities of critical thinking. It limits the range of free-
dom for the individual, for the school is the only legal and
legitimate path to adulthood in the society. By establishing
compulsory schooling laws in every state and increasinglit
more rigid schooling requirements for jobs, the dominant so-
ciety attempts to insure the continuity of its symbol uni-
verse. The child is not encouraged to engage in directcon-
tact with the adult society. Rather, he is isolated from its
daily life, and prevented from coming to personal terms with
it. The school acts as a barrier to his education, in the
fullest meaning of the word.

Free schools, as one form of alternative schools, are
designed to redress what they consider to be the harmful as-
pects of tfie public schools. Free school advocates are
aware that the public schools are themselves changing. But,
they believe, these changes are minor and of a superficial
nature. Team teaching, .mini courses, open classrooms - -all
these are seen as basically,insignificant, Teformist attempts
which simply gloss over the critical characteristics of the
°school in mainstream society: namely, tilat it is compulsory
and is supportive of a uniform reality.

What are some of the main features of free schools that
distinguish them from the regular public schools? One im-
portant aspect is the rejection of traditional social roles.
Antithesists believe that these roles hinder man from real-
izing his true potential, that people in our society become
trapped behind the social masks of status, salary, and hier-
archy. Thus, the traditional school roles of administrator,
teacher, and student are either discarded completely, or
held to an absolute minimum.

The teacher loses the symbols of authority, the role
supports; gone are examinations, attendance lists,and grade-
granting power. Children cannot be coerced into listening to
him/her; in A. S. Neil's Sunvnerhill, for instance, no child
is required to attend classes. Without the existence of the
role constraints that characterize regular public schools,



both children and-adults may participate more fully in a mu-
tual caring and learning process. Adults learn from children,
Just as children learn from adults. There is a radical re-
vision of the traditional' authority structure. At times, in

a total community (i.e., communal) school, all members engage
In common activities, such as house cleaning, building furni-
ture, and foraging for equipment and supplies. The child is
not divorced from community life by being labeled and locked
into a single role called 'pupil' or 'student:' he. is

N viewed as an active, legitimate member of the community, be
it commune or larger society.

Free school adherents believe that learning is an in-
tensely peuonal, self-guided process. Moore observes that:

The free school supports the romantic
notion that each individual has his own
unique style of learning. It refuses to
accept labels like 'slow learner' or
'discipline problem,' arguing that every-
one learns at his own speed and often by
bizarre means...Thus, free schools resur-
rect the cliche of 'do yoNT own thing.'
Thereby, they eliminate the competition
that characterizes public schools [in
Rhodes and Head, 1874, p.18].

In the free school, the traditional curriculum is greaely
changed. There is no, 'fixed' material to be:learned; the
curriculum is related to on-going life experiences and to
the complex activities of the larger community. The adult
offers direction, aid, resources, but does not force it on
the child. This description does not imply that there are
no rules at all in free schools. Children flare made aware

that they exist in a world of other human beings and other
living things. Respect for the natural environment, for the
larger ecology, is a value often stressed in free schools.
But basic to their operation is the belief that learning is .

most effective, and is of most value to the individual, when
it occurs in an atmosphere of daily living. The child learns
at his own pace.
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There are rarely grades or standardized measures of
achievement in free schools. Since each person is believed
to be unique and self-directed, there is no,longer any ral
tionale for such-devices as IQ tests or-other age-norm scales.
Indeed, the very concept of educational 'normalcy' is clues-,
tioned, alid rejected, as a violation of the personal integ-
rity of eachrhuman being. Labels such as 'mentally retarded,'
'-emotionally disturbed,'' or 'learning disabled''do not exist
in free schoqls. Children may be recognized as being in
need of special attention and resources, but no categories
or clq ications are employed and no stigma is .attached.

In contrast to the highly formal, bureaucratid organi-
zation of the public schools, free schools tend to be orga-
nized in a loose, informal structure. Most free schools are
run by consensus and participatory democracy. Youths and
adults share decision-making power. There are no central-
ized bodies of power, like boards of education or district
superintendents. Free schools aim for total neighborhood or'
local control, and retain a relatively small population size.
Individual free schools may unite with others of like kind
on various issues and prcdects, but each school remains an
independent reflection of its own unique composition of yobths
and adults.

Another special type of.alternatiye school is"the free-
dom school, created by minority communities. Less concerned
with issues of self-actualization, individual freedom, or
creativity, these structures seek to build academic skills,
ethnic and racial pride, and community power Their goal is

to redress social grievances, wrongs suffered by their mem-
bers within the larger society. Thus, they are part of the
wider struggle against racism and cultural bias, which fre-
quently characterizes mainstream society. Children are of-
ten taught traditional basic skills, coupled with an emphasis
on racial or minoriq group identification. Freedom schools
govern themseliies along more formal lines; they are usually
run by a board of citizens and professionals. Unlike free
schools, which are funded largely'by tuition and contribu-
tions, fieedom schools are able to tap many federal and ,-

state sources of money. AssMoore notes, "foundations are
'particularly sensitive to ethnic minorities and.distribute
grants to groups like the East Harlem Block Schools iin
Rhodes and Head, 1974, p.27]."
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This is not t su§gest that freedom schools are finan-
cially thriving oth free' schogls"and fr7dom schorils are
plagued by chronic monetary difficulties. some instances,
their innsiVatjons have been absorbed by...the regular public
schools.. Molbre(inRhoCleS'and Head, 1974, p.29) notes that
in'the BerkeleY,.CalifOrnia.School District, funds are already

being allocated"6,freeoschool programs, and-free schools are
given.limitq access to public school,classroom. In other
cases, free sFhoolshave been met with indifference or out,7.

hostility, on the part'of regular, school, authorities.

0

There are other forms of alternativeschools which the
multireelists support: the street' academies, the folk ,

schOofs,"the commune schooli, etc. They even 'see the logit
of strict theststype,schools now being demanded by'strongly
'traditional segments of society, which .are tailed 'alterna-
tive schools.' These schools,,,based on strict inculcation
of.diScipline, of strict adherence to subject=matter teach-
ing,00perating with dress codes, etc.,, are-teen as pluralis-
tie expressions of 'community' self-determinism:. The multi-

,:realists make common cause with these conservative groups in
-seeking a break-up of the uniform, centrally cont oiled,
'iingle,dithensional organizational form of THE PUBLIC SCHOOL.
They wquld also join the conservative thesitts in the goal
Of separation between,Education and State, such as that which
exists between Religion and State. Educative freedom is as
important to thes yps as is religious freedom. .Eacht
identity group sho 0 free to fOrm its school in its own

Existing alternati4schools may be absorbed into the
regular publiC school system a4alternative tlrograms. An-
other possibiaty is that the movement may win limited vic- A
toe-les, maintaining their fragile but separate existence out-

.. side of the public schools: On the other hand, growing disl=
satisfaction among oirzens.concerning the increasing expense
and turmoil of the pubs kchools'may lead f6.a wider em-

,0 bracing of the, more in al, prassroots education advocated
by multirealists. The public schools may thus begin to dew,
centraliZe-in earnest; abandoning riale'hierarcbies.4nd 'rigid

''i Aertification requirements. nother alternative of course,.
is,t6t'iincreased threats experienced by-public school
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officials may lead to more direct confrontations between these
two forces. ,.Student and parent strikes, teacher walkouts,
and other militant actions against mainline public schooling
may bring about either a severe curtailment of the influence
of the schools (such as a legal blow to compulsory schooling),
or else a reactionary move that would eliminate free schools,
freedom schools, and other dissenting efforts.

Radical Mental Health Care
The 'mental health system' is condemned .by multireal-

ists. It is important to distinguish thesis, or 'within-
house' criticism of this system froim that of the radical dis-
senters or antithesists. Few persons, no matter how closely
linked to official policy or funding involvements, will d
fend conditions that have existed in such state hospitals as
the one in Willowbrook, New York. Even fewer will advocat
a status quo continuation of such conditions. Thesists do

f not, however, question the basic assumptions on which the
system,is built, though they may deplore misuse of the sys-
tem.

One antithesist criticism of dominant mental health care
is that it acts primarily as a device fOr social control.
Instead of providing means fdr the troubled individual to
come to terms with his/her life problems, mainstream society
either offers. no assistance at all or forcibly incarcerates
that person when his/her behavior violates deeply held social
norms: Under the guise of 'therapy' or 'help,' the mental
health system removes and isolates those individuals whose
deviant behavior the society cannot tolerate in its midst.
Thomas Szasz, one the founders of the radical mental health
movement, commented,:

Involuntiry mental hospitalization re-
mains. today what it has been ever since
its inception in the seventeenth century:
an extra-legal; quasi-medical form of
social control for persons who annoy or
disturb others and whose nonconformity
Cannot be controlled through the crimi-
nal law...Commitment is still punishment
without trial, imprisonment without time
limit, and stigmatization without hope of
redress 11971, p.57].
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Goffman (l961), in a landmark examination' of patient
life within state mental hospitals, noted that such struc-
tures were "total instituions," in which, "...the inmate's
separation from the wider world lasts around the clock and
may continue for years [p.i4].'! In the process of institu-
tionalization, Goffman found, an almost systematic dissolving
of the patient's identity takes place. He stated tersely:

f
I am suggesting that the prepatient starts
out with at least a portion of the rights,
liberties, and satisfa ions of the civil-
ian and ends up on a p y latric ward
stripped of almost everyth g [1961,
p1140].

It is crucial to understand that multirealists do not
simply argue for refOrms--such as better food, more patierit
privileges, higherstaff-patient ratios, etc.--within .the
aominant mental health cafe system. Rather, they guestion
the society's concepts of normality, deViancel and the legit-
imacy of the individual's perception of reality. In more

concrete terms, they challenge the right of the.4minant
society to incarcerate, for an indefinite period of time,.
persons who have committed no crime but that of having an
alternative view of,reality. The 'right to treatment,' it
is argued, is a gross infringement upon the liberty of the
individual unless he/she willingly and freely seeks - psycho-
logical assistance.

An important thrust.of the radical mental health move-
ment, therefore, has been on the legal front, with efforts
directed towards safeguarding the constitutionally guaran-
teed rights of persons labeled, or in the procesi of being
labeled, mentally ill. The Purpose of such court battles is
not &My to aid those individuals already under the power of
the mental health system, but also to make it impossible for
the institutions to fuhct4on they have traditionally done, 4'

That is, it is believed that the patients were given full
legal rights, these institutions could not exist in any sem-
blance of their present form; they would be forced to under-

. go radical change. ''



Ennis and Siegal (1973), in a handbook sponsored by the
American Civil Liberties Union, documented the current lim-
bo status of legal rights being sought for mental patients.
These as yet unrealiied guarantees include: the night to a
free lawyer, periodic review of hospitalization, complete
access to ones own hospital records, unhindered communica-
tion and visitation, religious freedom, just payment for
work, and control of personal property. The right to refuse
treatment, be it psychotherapyi, medication, shock therapy,
or psychosurgery, is considered-an absolutely inviolable
principle.

That basic constitutional rights have been denied to
persons labeled mentally ill, highlights the argument of the
antithesists. The mental health care system, like the pub-
lic schools and the health care system, is more concerned
with protecting and perpetuating social norms than with tol-
erating or promoting the individual's right to be diffe'rnt.---
Ennis and Siegal noted, for Unstance, that mental patients
have even fewer legal rights than convicted criminals.
They commented:

Even if the patient or prospective pa-
tient has a right to a free lawyer,
most states will not give him one unless
he affirkatively demands that a lawyer
be assigned. That is a strange rule of
law. It places upon a person alleged to
be mentally incapable of caring for him-
self the affirmative burden of protect=
'ing his interests by demanding the ap-
poimtmentof a lawyer. Persons charged
with crime do not have to demand lawyers.
If they are poor, they are automatically
assigned lawyers, whether they ask for
them or not. Furthermore, alleged crim-
inals are not permitted to 'waive' or

.s give up their right to a lawyer unless
the court finds that the waiver was
'knowingly and intelligently' made

[1973, P.41].
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Halleck, in Mower (1967), in a article entitled "The
Criminal Problem with Psychiatry," observed that most crimi-
nals will go to great lengths to avoid being committed to a
mental institution. He commented that, "It sometimes seemed
that the psychiatrist was feared more than the custodial of-
fice [p.83]." Halleck went on to say, however, that this
fear of involuntary commitment was not an unreasonable one;
that life in prisons, bleak as it nay be, was probably pre-
ferable to life within state mental institutions.

The status of legal rights for juveniles labeled men-
tally ill or emotionally disturbed is even worse than that
for adults. Ennis and Siegal observed:

Most states permit the parent or guardian
of a person under the age of 21, 18, or
16 (depending upon the state involved)
to sign an application for the admission
of his chiid (or ward). The child is
then treated as a voluntary patient,
even though he may vigorously protest
his hospitalization. Very often parents
sign their children into mental hospitals
as punishment for disobeying parental
orders, or because they disapprove of
their children's life-style. If a minor
begins using marijuana or LSD, or leaves
his parents' home and moves into a youth
commune, it is not at all unusual for the
parents to react by signing him into a
mental hospital as a 'minor voluntary

[1973, p.38].'

The dominant mental health system is considered by anti-
thesists to be, in large measure, an elitist organization,
run and controlled by a nucleus of professionals. This nuc-
leus, overwhelmingly white and upper-middle class,, is seen
to perpetuate cultural and racial biases. The conception of
'community mental health,' as carried out in actual practice
is deemed a fraud: members of the community are involved
only as 'para-professionals;' such igenters arefelt to be
contemptuous'of true community needs or fearful of community
demands.
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Ehrenreich and Ehrenreich (1970) documented the way in
which the Federal Community Mental Health Act of 1963, hailed
as a landmark of social legislation, was actually implemented.
For instance, in New York City private hospitals made use of
public monies to further their own prestige and interests
"for space, for funds, for grantworthy 'demonstrations'
[p.94]." In numerous instances cited, monies allocated went
predominantly into staff salaries, new positions, additional
construction, and administrative costs, rather than into
providing concrete services for the impoverished neighbor-
hood populace. The authors commented that this pattern is
far from unique, that in many other urban centers:

For the poor, there are no mental health
services--only various degrees of deten-
tion and isolation. For the middle-class
-patient, facilities exist, but it ques-
tionable whether any of them will be in-
terested in the particular set of prob-,
lems the patient presents at the time he
presents them. From a public policy
point of view, the system is irrational,
expensive, and grossly wasteful of man-
power [1970, p.78].

Why is the mental health system in this condition?
Multirealists, as we have indicated, view the problem as
one substantially deeper than that of inadequate or poorly
distributed funds. It does not take very much money, they
suggest, to grant a person fundamental human rights; nor is
the individual's right to refuse classification and treat-
ment a principle dependent upon additional personnel or
their more rigorous training. Rather, antithesists believe,
the dominant society must begin to earnestly change its con-
ceptions of normality and devnce. The variant person;
they argue, is simply enacting each human being's potential
for uniqueness and creativity. Furthermore, the individual
who voluntarily-seeks psychological assistance needs to be
affirmed in a mutual caring relati-onship; to this end, his/
her identity deserves the greatest respect and integrity,'
not the stigma or betrayal that is seen to characterize pre-
veiling mental health operating patterns.
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In order to counteract what are perceived as the de-
structive qualities of the dominant mental health system,
antithesists have attempted to establish their own thera-
peutic environment. They have sought to replace the bureau-
cratic, professionalized structures with more personal, de-
mystified, saring systems. One such system is the crisis
center. Although this type of facility has been embraced by
some thesists, Clark and Jaffe (in Ruitenbeck, 1972), noted
that there frequently comes a time when a crisis center

.moves from an innovative-professional model to a counter-
institution. They observed:

Dissatisfied with existing social ser-
vicesI and aware that their values are at
variance with those of the established '

social order,- individuals begin td radi-
cally reexamine the nature of organiza-
tional structures and the assumptions
inherent in a prOgram's concept of ser-
vice [1972, p.212].

The counter-institution is founded by
young people who want to create an ex-
tended -.family experience, where every-
one helps, everyone else, centering op
the common survival problems (1972, p.
214].

One representative therapy collective is "Number-Nine,"
founded in New Haven in 1969 by former mental health workers
who had turned towards the counterculture. Dealing with
over 5000 young people a year in a variety of crisis situa-
tions (e.g., family, drugs, school, jobs), Number-Nine views
itself as an extended family--a group of equals.' Staff and
client boundaries are dissolved, and "No structural or theo-
retical limits are placed on relationships (1972, p.228]."
Furthermore, advocacy is perhaps put to its ultimate test:
the Center has frequently found itself embroiled in-parental
law,suits, and even physical assaults by irate, adult com-
munity members..
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Basic to the operation of this and similar counter-
institutions is the notion that the values and norms of the
dominant society are often the chief cause of the client's
distress and suffering. Staff do not consider themselves
'value-free;' they generally agree that mainline society is
in d of significant change- -that it is presently destruc-
ti410to human growth and potential. The young person who
'flees.his/her home or turns to drugi may be seen as involved
in a searching quest for identity in an uncaring society.
Clark and Jaffe, in discussing the role of Number-Nine in
helping troubled youth, commented:

Within the counter-institutional model,
attention is directed to organizing
groups of young people dedicated to so-
cial change, thus influencing their en-
vironment...Many times the 'treatment'
of a young person is his inclusion in a
confrontation, or struggle, with an op-
pressive situation [in Rultenbeck, 1972,
p,228].

Policy decisions are made by staff in meetings which
are democratically, collectively run and which are open to
clients and community. There is no staff heirarchy, and the
participation of young people is sought at all levels to in-
sure responsiveness to their needs.

Another type of tfc6rapy collective is exemplified by
"Changes," a "help network/crisis phone struggling to be a
therapeutic community [Glaser and Gendlin, 1973, p140,".
located in a church sponsored coffee shop near the University
of Chicago. Like many of these structures, it operates under
the auspices of a sectarian organization and is oriented to-
ward the youth culture which often exists in a university
environment. Telephones are open every evening for casual or
or more intense conversation ('rapping'); the Changes member-

ship may Make referrals, visits, invite lodging, or offer
other kinds of assistance depending upon.the individual situ-

ation. The facility is thought_of as a community, with no
emphasis on roles or <social hierarchies. Glaser and Gendlin

write:
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Anyone who calls or comes for is

invited to become part of the Changes
community, which-tries to make as few
distinctions as possible between helper/
helpee [1973, pp140-141].

This dissolving of role relationships is in direct contrast
to the highly formal and ritualized interactions that take
place between therapist and client in the dominant mental
health system. Goffman, in discussing patient-therapist re-
lationships ip the state mental hospital observed:

The psychiatrist and patient tend to be
doomed by the institutional context to
a false and difficult relationship...the
psychiatrist mUst extend service civility
from the stance of a server but can no
more continue in that stance than the pa-
tient can accept it. Each party to the
relationship is destined to seek out the
other to offer what the other cannot ac-
cept, and each is destined to reject
what the other offers [1961, p.368].

The concept of deprofessionalization is crucial to-the
operation of radical mental health communities. Antithesists
believe that staff members are dehumanized in the dominant
system, just as clients or patients are. True caring en-
counters, they feel, can only take place when persons drop
their social masks, and relate to each other freely and open-
ly without pretense to degrees, credentials, or social status.

Moore (in Rhodes and Head, 1974, p.35) notes that there
are approximately 200 to 300 centers such as Number-Nine and
Changes in the United Statest,and that they are financed in a
haphazard way. Some rely oegovernmental grants, or sectarian
support, and are thus dependent upon the very establishment
they despise. Others seek financial independence through
fund-raising efforts, or by merging with other counterinsti-
tutions, such as food cooperatives and group communes. As
with other attempts at building alternative institutions,
radical therapy collectives presently maintain a fragile
existence.
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A third model for antithesis patterns of mental health

facilities is provided by the work of R. D. Laing and his

colleagues. Originating in the London area with psychia-
trists who rejected dominant views of psychopathology, par-
ticularly of schizophrenia, a series of "households" was

established. Kingsley Hall was perhaps the most tell -known

of these. The intent behind this effort was to provide the

person labeled 'mad' or 'schizophrenic' with a supportive,
humane environment in which he/she could safely undergo the

intense inner voyage that was being experienced. Laing

stated:

Some of us in London have set up a num-
ber of households where we do not play
in the game of saying we are not one of
them or one of you. We have changed the

paradigm. Someone is involved in a des-
perate strategy of liberation within the
microsocial situation he finds himself.
We try to follow and assist the movement
of what is called 'an acute schizophrenic
episode' instead of arresting it [in

Ruitenbeck, 1972, p.15].

In the therapeutic environments provided by Kingsley

Hall and other homes in the "network," persons were allowed

to hilly experience their altered states of consciousness.

Labeling and diagnosis was dropped. There was a conscious

breakdot4n in roles and social hierarchies. The households

were communities in which therapists and clients lived to-

gether. All individuals related to one another simply as

people. David Cooper, another important figure in the radi-

cal psychiatry movement, and a co-worker with Laing, dis-

cussed his role in this type of setting:

My role is that of anti-guru. I want

everyone to take leadership in their own
hands--the breakdown of the teacher and
the taught, the doctor and the patient,
and all those fake binary roles- -until
you are left with just the person you

are: with your true identity, in fact
[Ruitenbeck, 1972, p.62].
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The ideas of Laing, Cooper and others have been trans-
.

ported to the United States. In May, 1871, Soteria House
was opened in San Jose, California (Moore, in Rhodes and
Head, 1874, p.40). Funded by an NIMH grant, the effort is
based on a Laingian conception of schizophrenia. Staff, for
the most part, live communally with 'patients,' and seek to
foster close, personal relationships. Rather than denying
or mystifying the individual's experience through labeling
or top-down treatment, the goal is to allow the person to go
through the experience of madness, in what is regarded as a
potentially self-curative, self-healing, and perhaps even
ultimately beneficial process..

The future of these and other alternatives to the domi-
nant health system is possibly an optimistic one. Many the-
sis spokesmen have begun to call for the dismantling of the
large state hospitals, into smaller, outpatient units. In

some mental health quarters, the ideas of Laing and other
radical psychiatrists have gained increasing prominence.
There is currently a strong legal drive to win fundamental
human rights for mental patients, rights which, if realized,
woutd have substantial effect on traditional operating pat-
terns of the mental health system. Ultimately, as antithe-
sists maintain, a radical transform tion of the prevailing
system is dependent upon dedp change in social attitudes to-
wards the deviant. Until the right t .be different is recog-
nized, until individual uniqueness is mething to be cele-
brated rather than feared, the mental health system will
undergo only minor changes.
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IV. REVOLT FROM THE CONVENTION OF HUMAN CARE: A SUMMARY,

Reality
The thesis position in care giving, essentially assumes

a single inherent reality. This reality is independent.of

the viewer. It is the object of discovery which guides re-

search and theory. Theory_j4 used to model this reality,

existing 'out there.' Intervention and treatment is under-
' taken against the modeled reality as an objective standard.

Education attempts to discover and teach this reality- -
against which both the individual and group take their own

measure. It is the index of what is normal and abnormal in
graath and development, perception, behavior and life- orien-

tation.

The new multirealises take an antithesis position with

respect to reality. There are multiple realities which co-

exist. It is not tenable to base theory, research and inter-

vention on an assumption of a single, independent reality,

existing outside the viewer. The antith is position chal-

lenges any justification for declaring ome states.of being,

some systems of perceptions, some patte n of belieft as nor-

mal and reality based, and others as a normal and departures

from reality. Any theoretical ,model or value system which

is built upon such assumptions is suspect. If it presses

upon individuals the acceptanceof a'singlt reality standard,

or judges him against this.standard, it is coercive and

chauvinistic. If it enfairces this standard by locking indi-

viduals into social-scientific categories (e.4., insane,

homosexual, retarded, etc.) vhich presceibe social responses
to and perceptions of him and if it infringes, in any way,

upon his legal, personal and social rights, it is a violation

of the very being of the individual.,,, :Such situations are
pejorative, demeaning and subject to legal redress.

Rationality
The thesis position asserts that rationality is man's

greatest achievement and his most important capacity; .To

seek knowledge, to adapt,'to master one's self and one's

environment, man must rely upon his reason. Rational states

of being are preferable to nonrational states.' They are

6
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necessary for an orderly and understandable society. Non-
rational forms of knowing, of being, of living, are not only
undesirable, but need to be changed toward rational forms.
An individual existing in such nonrational forms needs help,
needs intervention or correction so that.he moves toward the
rational ideal.

0

The,antitheis Iiiew of the multirealists challenges'this
thesis view as conventional wisdom. It accepts nonrational
states of being, experiences, and perceptions as equal with
"rationality. Castenada's experiences with the separate real-
ity of sorcery, for example, is equally acceptable to the
multirealist as is the socialized reality conditioned
through conventional wisdom. The multirealists affirm the
reality of special human states, such as schizophrenia, and
assign them equal status with conventional states ofInormal-
ity. People experiencing such states of being should not
suffer social isolation, confinement, or be divorced from
daily commerce, in the community mainstream: 'Multirealists
say that'such states should be accepted in their own right
and allowed equal protection alongside conventionally defined
reality. This equal protection should be assured by law,
supported by advocates, and championed in social practice'
and customs, just as Blacks, .Gays or Women are being accorded
such rights today.

For example, sOizophrenia is considered by multi-
realists as an alternative reality, a legitimate form of
being, one which has been a common human experience across
cultures and eras. It can have an institutional existende
in our society in the same way that saints and their visions
have been part of our social reality in the past. To deny
the schizophrenic experience its own social teality, and.to
focus the pc:Wier and resources of society upon its elimina-
tion, no matter how well intended, is a violation of human,
rights. Customs, legal practices, or professional practices
which support such exclusions are, themselves,, in violation
of human, and social rights.

Normality and Alienation
The dominant point of view about normality is that nor-

mal man is thekeystone to civilization. The,majority in
AS*
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our society represent this state of normalcy, and they re-

flect an inhesant biophysical wisdom. They are the healthy,
standard-beaking members of society, who give it order, Or-
ganization and meaning. Those who deviate from this stan-
dard are alienated from the adaptive stream, and compassion
must be shown toward them by helping them to better adapt to

the world.

The antithesis position with respect to the prevailing
conception of normality challenges this stance. Modern nor -

mal .man, it claims, is alienated fromillis world and from his'

own being.. The normality of the majority is a bizzare sick-
ness, a general plague which has spread across the world.

Modern man is hiding from his own affliction. The perceptual

bubble surrounding his image of himself shuts Off all aware-
ness of his condition. The visions of abnormality which he
projects upon certain minor members of his society are merely
a mirror reflecting himself. He does not want to look at
these reflections'and..denies that he-is viewing his own face

.which he fealls so much.

Normalcy in men, claim the antithesists, is badly in4
need of rectifying. Normal man has'killed thousands of his
fellownormals in the last few years. He affirms his nor-
mality by locking up hordes of his fellow members behind con-
finement walls. He fights constantly to defend himself from
knowing what is going on inside of him. He condemns and re-

stricts wide ranges of sexuality, while at the same time,
practicing all of these forms he condemns. He wants to be

close to his neighbors but he separates himself from them
with mental images such as Black, Jew, poor. He hates-the
_imposition of many of the social roles he occupies while at"
the same time flertely competing with his neighbors to oc-
cupy these roles.

The multirealists soy that normal man badly needs to
understand his state of alienation, to have compassion upon
himself, and to allow himself to be.

Rectifying Variance
The thesis position looks upon certain states and con-

ditions of variance as unfortunate and in' need of rectifying.
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Compassion shOld be shown toward individuals who are unfor-
tunate enough ,to be born into or to fall into such variant

,states. The resources of society should be mobilized to cor-
rect the condition of such individuals and to wipe out the

/possibility of such occurrences in the future.

The antithesis stance of the multirealists is, that such
a position is untenable. Instead of treating forms.of vari-

, ance as conditions which need to be abolished, they should be
embraced and celebrated as important affirmations of exis-
tence. The strength of a creative society lies in a rich
variation in states and conditions of being. Such variation
frees us from the imposition of a locked in, narrow cultural
ideal of the kind of person we have tdbe in order to exist
in society. Instead of one character or trait type, multi -
p}e trait types can exist. Those of us whose being does not
conform to the cultural ideal, are freed to accept and love
ourself. Society is not so all-powerful that it can co-opt
all of us and condition all of us to fit its prescriptions;
we can break out. There are new possibilities, whereby a
given state of being can be transformed from something ugly,/
undesirable, and alienated into the opposite--beautiful, de-
sirable, and belohing. The transformation implied in "Black
is beautiful!", "I am woman!", "Gay is liberation!", are
concrete occurrences of this dramatic transformation.

We should not try to wipe out variant conditions. In-,

stead of making war on these conditions we,should try to
understand their meaning to us. We must know the psychotic
experience, Ithe neurotic experience, the gay experience, etc.,
for what is precious in it, not for the revulsion we may
feel toward it. We must not lock deviance out, but bring-it
in our midst to teach us what we should know about ourselves,'
and allow us to experience the rich ran* f what we are ands
could be.

Paths to Knowledge -

From the thesist point of view one attains knowledge
through.rational ,processes. To really know is to know
through one's reason. Civilization is built upon reason and,
its continued growth depends upon institutional means of
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developing the 'rational processes of its citizens from the
very earliest age. Man knows through his intellect; thecon-
stant exercise of, and full use of his intellect is necessary
to man's survival. Therefore, we must teach children from a
very early age to treasure their intellect as their dominant
means of knowing their world. We must construct environments
around them which nourish their rational process and so shape
and stimulate these processes that they become the control-
ling force in children's lives, orche'strating and disciplin-
'ing their charaoNer traits, their talents and capacities.

The multirealists are rising to challenge the soundness /
of this strong social conviction. RePison'is not the dhly
way of knowing. We have built reason to such a position of
power that intellect tyrannizes being. The world, claims thy
antithesist, is always apprehended through many human modes,
not just the cognitive mode. By insisting that intellect
dominate we are closing ourselves out of multiple channe15
o7 knowi0 ourselves and our World. We are alienating our- °

selves from our Op being in the world. We are starving our-
selves and cutting off crucial channels of knowledge. In

our pursuit of reason, we have elevated cognitive learning
and knowing to a pinnacle position which forces single dimen-
sional growth on the person. Furthermore, we now exclude
veslt numbers of individuals from the educationafesources
of bur nation. This pursuit of rationality is a form Of
edulcational imperialism which denies full educational rights
to 'most citizens. It intimidates all students into accepting'
the dominance of intellectual modeS brapprehending. It sub-

jugates many who do, not havd this capacity strongly repre-
sented in their existence. The thesis position tyrannizes

'all noncognitive modes of apprehending-and learning by call-
ing them retarded-and refusing to accept their legitimacy
within the channels of education.

The multirealists'ask equal opportunity for other forms
of learning within the structures,of our.social institutions,
and sees their exclusion as a denial of/the basic right to
learn.
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V. PREDICTIONS

What conclusions can be drawn from A Study of Child
Variance and the discussion of the multirealist alternatives.
presented in this monograph? What is likely to happen in
the next ten to fifteen years?

There are significant, trends in the field in many dif-
ferent dirctions. Prediction, therefore,will be a set of
statements open to controversy. However, the following spec-
ulations are offered for consideration.

There will Pe the beginning of rofound and radical
changes.in caring, aretaking, and human services in the
.next decade. This eneral statement encompasses all of the

. following predictions. It is based on the fact that we are
in a crisis stage of human care and care delivery. The pub-
lic, the p!ofesjionals, the'carg receivers are all restive. 6'

All are in'revolt againit the.'caretaking enterprise as a
1

national effort. They are di tressed that they are captive
to a set of massive tocial-cu tural-political arrangements
which produce an ever-tightening web around them. They seek
libei-ation from the encompassing entanglements and freer ex- ttib

pression of their caring and ompassionate impulses.

0

There will be a phange in the basic relationship between 1

caretaker and care recipient, whether is a teacher-stio- '

dent, counselor4-client, therapist-patient, or other caretaking
,duet. The unidimensional role of each member in this dual
exchange will be moved toward a Tore bilateral relationship.
For instance, coteaching might emerge to blur the role bound-
aries between teacher and student; cocounseljng might develop
to provide a different kind of psychological exchange between
counselor and client; friendships between such caring dyads
might develop; love might grow between them.

The dyads will, in -many cases, become serialized. That
.is, in place of the one-to-one relationship, there will be
interdependent clusters, Riving and taking from each other.

1<
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Within the next decade, a new perception of human ser-
vice will emer e. Social service models, quite different
from those which have guided national efforts since the turn
of the century, 'will begin to emerge. It is quite possible
that the insight of the 'new culture which views the care N,
recipient as a social hostage will become a generalized pro-
fetsionaland public perception.

Both t4e-general public and the specialized professional
are beginning to be puzzled by tehe repetition compulsion of,
the care giver/care receiverencliinter. They are-asking,
"Why does 9is encounter go on knd on, with no endpoint solu-
tion? Why do tie numbers of indiyiduals engaged in the en-
counter continue to inwase exponentially even out'of pro-
portion to the increaseA:ppulation? Why are we burdened
with a greater sense of .ous human problems than we had a
century a9o?" In spite of the spiraling increases in funding,
training,'facilities, etc., the typical dyadic encounter does
not appear to solve anything, to end anything. Therefore,
deep unrest is being felt with respect to the social service
policy which has been pursued so assiduously since the late
antebelludperiod. The caretakiwg enterprise needs total
reexamination. Why continue to9build facilities and pro-
grams? Why increase appropriations? Why continue to train
caretakers?

These questions will very likely bring the whole care-
taking enterprise into the public spotlight over the next
decade and motivate sweeping reform demands. When this,pub-
lic discoMfort over' caretaking solutions is combined with the
searching crit,cisms of the antithesis camp, we are likely to
see a new social dynamic emerge upon the national scene.

The care giving process will be seen as a social ritual,
compulsively-repeating itself without problem resolution.
The dyadic exchange. will begin'to stand out as a mask for
deeper anthropological conflicts in our national history and
as a vehicle for socialization of individual members pf the
society. Powerful,his orical incompatibilities (e.g., be-
tween concepts of a m ting pot and a pluralistic society,
between rugged individualism and egalitarianism, between the
Protestant ethic and the fpur freedoms, etc.) will be unveiled
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as variables in the care giving procdss: Individual differ-
ences.and individ6al variance will emerge as antithetical to
much of the labeling and treatment process. 6

ft

If it comes 'a public perception that the caretaking-
,

receiving ritual 'is a way of putting off or denying incom-
patibilities in our historical, social and individual dynamics,
the hostage concept will take on increased power and lead to
social action. The whole human service field would then be

transformed.
4

experi-

encing ourselves d others to new depths. A segment of
Major.changp the n xt decade will resultDin experi-

society has already begun this exploration. This is a daring
exOloit, a courageous move beyond the socialized parameters
of sociatly accepted reality. This segment has moved upon
the psychological plane of existence and is exploring the
uncharted wilderness of experience in ways which, in the past,
have-been the exclusive preserve.. of a handful of writers and

a few social scientists. They have put aside all preconEep-
tiorm,ofsthe way things are. They arelelaunched into discov-

ery of self and others, into recovery of what they can be and

what others wi1--4-4be increlationship to that recovered self.

"=,4 This freedoexperience is having, and will continue
to have, an impact upon caring and caretaking in the immedi-
ate future. To experience ourselves directly, without an '

overlay of/pi-ecoaditioning, is to experience others more
directly, without the ritual of coded thoughts and behaviors°.
Each per,son is a new instance. A new instance cannot be

coded, but must be experienced. To move into new instances,
and to experience each human moment, is to break out of con-'
finement, out sS, class and classification of treatment mode,
of imposing structure.

,

4 The next decade may well witness increasing numbers of
proOessionals slipping their system harness, separating
themseTves from their e6vironmental and operational bindings.
There could be increasing'variability in unique encounters
between carer and client, a redirection of caring energy
away from professional rituals and into direct responsive-

ness to peop,le.
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There will be a beginning erosion of the belief in
'normality' as used in the area of child variance. Studies
of any particular professionally recognized condition such
4s mental illness, delinquency, schizophrenia, learning dis-
abiliiy, etc., raises serious questions about professional
orsscientiTic consensus with respect to the certifiability
of such conditions. There is spreading suspicion that nor-
mality is'a constructed fiction when applied to human prob-
lems in living, an abstractiob poorly related to human ex-
perience. This growing conviction is fed by.a recognition
that professionals have selected out the most'extreme and
purest case of any particular problem in living, and have
generalized to a large-scale target population which bears
the faintest resew lance to that tiny representative group.

There is so m ch overlap between the various categori-
cal conditions, so any exceptions to the basic criteria in
any categorized ind vidual, that norms become impossible to
apply in the idio ncratic life of that individual. Individ-
ual resolutions, individual changes, do not seem to flow
from such enforced applications.

i

This growing disenchantment witfl such ea uring rods
could well result in the disuse of normality criteria. The
implication of this development for such processes as diag-
nosis, treatment, etc., are so profound that it could well
overturn the total caretaking enterprise. Therefore, thesis
'proponents should start planning alternative strategies in
the face''of this potential eventuality. We may well be
moving into a new era of postnormal psychology.

Within the next decade we can expect an acceleration_ of
the declassification effprt. Resistance to categories will
probably increase and the move to decategorize will grow
stronger. There will probably be much backing and filling
in this effort, but the net 'ffect will be an undermining of
systems of classification an differentiation. If this does
occur, as predicted, one of the key interlocks of the whole
caretaking apparatus will be freed and thus, multiple windows
in the whole vast caring enterprise will open to fresh breezes
and inputs. The classification system is a keystone which
binds the wh le apparatus together.
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, The mounting evidence against the validity of anys-rh-
gle category, such as mental illness, retardation, le ruing
disability, etc., is authenticating the internal perceptions
and feelings of caretakers as they go about their jobs.
They are therefore responsive to this evidence. The ilvact
of behavioral theory in shaking the conviction that we'an
diagnose behavior independent of contexts,jh which it occurs,
is another chip in the classification edifrte. The rejec-
tion of various target groups, the mounting social outrage
agaiWst verbal nicking of people, are all part of this de-
classification movement.

The ramifications are enormous. Power and economic con-
trol have been closely tied to classification and differenti-
ation. There is bound to be strong resistance4to declassifi-
option from the specific individuals and groups concerned
with particular categories. Howeverthe_ larger society may
well everrule these individuals and groups. Thus, linguis-
tic control and image setting will be undermined, and alter-
natives to present categorization must be proposed.

There will be increasing pressure toward deinstitution-
alizacion in both the mental health system and the correc-
tions/system. Not only has the trend toward institutional-
izatiog been halted, but questions have been raised about
demolishing some of the existing edifices in the society.
Just as Alcatraz was abandoned, other similar buildings for
retarded, mentally ill and delinquent youth will probably be
abandoned in the next decade..

This movement toward,deinstitutionalization is, in'all
probabiltty, not an isolated phenomenon, nor ofie specific
to particular kinds of institutions.- The trend is spreading
beyond stich specific foci. The public litigation and the
professional pressure against self-contained classes,kor ex-
ceptional children is part of this deinstitutionaliAtiOn
movement. The experiments with .'schools without walls,'
taking place in many settings across the country, and the
rational and experimental attacks upon more global social
institutional forms, such as public education, public wel-
fare and medicine, can reasonably be grouped with the more
specific indicators of deinstitutionalization.
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The antithesis groups are laying the foundation for
Pouralistic alternatives to existing caretaking systems.
Their experimental substitutes and new living arrangements'
are paving the way for multicultural, multisetting expres-
sions of the individual and social impulse to caring. They
oppose single solutions, giant, monolithic systems of uni-
dimensional nature, such as public sChools, public welfare
departments; organized medicine, public mental health, and
federal and state corrections.' Their social inventions
serve parallel-functions to existing institutions and facil-
ities.

It Is conce'Kfable that within the next decade we may
begin topsee th separation between state and caretaking
fdnctions. T precedent of Church-State separation makes
this nation ''setting in which 'such a cleavage could occur.
The strong forge toward deinstitutionalization of.caretaking
could lead naturally to a concerted effort to take caring
ou'*--of the hands of the state, as it was taken out of the
hands of the monasteries in the Twelfth to Fourteenth Cen-
turies. It might, instead, be lodged in many socio-cultural
centers, such as unions, ethnic groups, cultural groups,
life-style groups, etc.

A

In the next decadethew will be strong moves to de,
\bureaucratize care giving. There will be a strong move away

from corporate caretaking,and formal caretaking contracts.
This means a trend away from the bureaucracies of education
and human services. The bureaucratic form involves a'system-
atic administration, characterized by specialization of func-
tion, objective qualifications of personnel to serve those
functions, a hierarchy Of authority, A vertical organization-.
al structure, and action according to fixed rules.

During the next ten years, a new trend will begin to
modify this form of organization. Vertical aythority will
be more sharply questioned. Fixed rules willicomevder
scrutiny. The question will be raised as to whethertheo-,
'retical human experjence of care giving and care receiving
can ever be incorporated in a bureaucratic system of organi-
zation. It will be argued that such structuring of human
experience, rather than liberating and intensifying the
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se mutual are exchange, tends to promote violence. The vio-
lence which prisons, mental Hospitals, institutions for the-
retarded, and correctional facilities perpetrate both upon
the hostage and the caretaker is the ultimate expres$ion of
this tendency.

We will see an increasing tension around, rofessionaf-
ism. The organized influence of the current professibnal
guilds and the strength which theVcan muster for self-main-
'tenance will weaken. ,In the next decade, in spite Of in-
creased organizatipnal energy and protective legislation,
the professional guilds will be under attack from many direc-
tions. The extent to which suehdeceleration of profesSion-
N
alism will occur is difficult to predict. However, certain
trends seem very clear. The sharp distinctions among the
different professional disciplines are beginning 'to blur and
the impulse toward interdisciplinary functioning is growing
stronger. Many professionals are beginning to defect from

' their disciplinary organizations, or they are forming com-
peting or alternative groupings. The position of) the Ameri-
can Medical Association in the society will prOvide a good
barometer of.t future of guilds.

Guild organizations are becoming stronger, aneare mov-
ing in the direction of collective barbaining units such as
NEA, AAUP, etc. If they move away from concentration upon
professionalism and toward focus on econo?Jic issues, and work
conditions, they will become unions rather than professional
guilds. We are likely, then, to,see coalitions of profes-
sional guilds as bargaining units.

Since NEA ha already moved in this direction, it is
possible that.CErwill, in the future, adopt the same func-
tion. If so, the professional nature of CEC will change.
When, and if, this happens, the antithesis attack upon cc
entific-pretension.and the tendency to mystify professional
sk7lls have greater public salience and impact. .

The next decade will usher in multiple experiments'with
mutual covenants in which small, distinctive groups of indi-
viduals will pledge themselves to total care of each other.
These will be personal covenants rather than public contracts.
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Such mutual pledges have been made by small- isolated groups
throughout' history. The United States has had periodic waves
of groups joining themselves in\,\otommunitY. In the, past, how-
ever, these waves have moved,counter to the main flow of so-
cial development. Today, there is an avid search for con-
nectedness at all-levels of society and in all corners of the
country. It takes pluralistic forms, with multiple types of
cooperative And collective arrangements being forged among
previously isolated individuals. Unlike times past, there
is a general social movement today toward a pluralistic soci-
ety, with diffe'rentiated, personal, intense group identities,
and the development of mutually experienced commitments.
Such a social movement provides sympathetic soil upon which
to establish covenants for mutual caretaking. Even the most
careful thesist is becoming wary of large caretaking monopo.:
lies and finds the concept of self-help groups to be very at-
tractive.

....

Generally, then, the trend of caring and dare giving
will be away from Separat466, differentiation, and thera-
peutic isolation. The wholistic philosophy, the total view,
the ecological perspective will begin to assert itself as a
dominant force in caring. 'Community' will take on new mean-
ing. Succorance and solicitude will have new expression in
the daily, open spaces of living groups, rather than finding
its expression in isolation from the group. The group will
face its fears of, its own humanity as a group rather than
either suffering in private separateness or forming a col-
lective conspiracy to project its fears upon special social
hostages. The 'open dbmmunity' will become a value, a goal,
an ideal, toward which the group will strive. People will
vigorously search for community; vigorously educate them-
selvesa to live io communities. Man will enter into the psy-

ichological

era, an era in which th axis of being will shift
from economic-political man to psy hological man. The Age
of Aquarius will be the age of psychic reality. Man will be-
gin to own himself as well as to own his. universe.
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FEEDBACK SHEET

We invite your comments and criticisms on this volum4.
If you would like to participate in this effort, please re-
move this Feedback Sheet, and mail it, along with your com-
ments, to:

The Conceptual Prpject in Child Var)ance
ISMRRD, The University of Michigan
130 South First Street
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48108 .

What lianges in content or organization. would you suggest?

What extensions, or supplementary materials, would you find
,useful?

What do you like best about this volume?
It

What is your main criticism of this volume?

1

' Other comments?
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